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1. Introduction
The name of the project presented from various viewpoints in this booklet is “Memory under
construction: giving voice to forgotten memory”. Our project is a part of Grundtvig
Multilateral Projects. The main aim of these projects is to stimulate collaboration as well as
the exchange of knowledge and experiences between numerous institutions or organisations
from diﬀerent European countries. These projects also seek to strengthen the European
dimension in the field of adult learning. The organisations included in the case of our project
are all community radios that carry a very important role of connecting their local
communities. We try to further connect the specific and diverse local situations with one other.
Between September 2013 and July 2015, eleven radio stations from eight diﬀerent countries
were working together intensively. During that time, we had four common meetings: one
introductory meeting and three trainings, the aim of which was to pass knowledge from
diﬀerent trainers onto certain co-workers of the radio stations involved. They then spread that
knowledge onto other members of the radio stations. Trainings took place in Ljubljana
(Slovenia), Athlone (Ireland), and Hannover (Germany). Every radio station was also obliged
to make two bilateral visits to two diﬀerent radio stations included in the project, as well as to
host one such visit. Usually those visits happened between stations which dealt with a similar
historical theme, or stations that were especially connected by a similar method or principle of
dealing with history. In this way, they even deepened their collaboration. The final meeting in
which we evaluated the project as a whole was in Oloron-Sainte-Marie (France).
The participants in the project have decided that the final products will be very specific and
concrete. The result of spreading the knowledge is therefore the production of 66 radio
programmes: each radio station was obliged to produce six radio broadcasts dedicated to the
historical theme they have chosen. Another result is the publication of the »Manual of good
practices« (which you are reading), the establishment of the oﬃcial website of the project
(accessible here: http://forgotenmemory.eu/), as well as the external evaluation of the project.
As we all know history is of a special importance for Europe. It is important for its forming, its
identity, its present situation, problems, as well as for the right decisions and directions that
should be chosen in order to reach the future we wish for. Just as the old Latin saying goes:
“history is the teacher of life”. We did not treat history as something foreign and distant, but
as something that is crucial for us, for our construction and for our view of the world. During
our project we did not only learn about history, but also about diﬀerent local situations, about
diﬀerent perspectives on historical happenings of diﬀerent local environments. Many of our
views that we thought of as universal and objective, were relativized, softened, remodelled, but
also enriched by the additional perspective. We also found out how insuﬃcient the history of
“great events” is when it neglects diﬀerent perspectives, various echoes of historical
happenings in the local environments, and all the micro-events that produce big historical

ruptures. For example: the bombing of Guernica looks diﬀerent from the German perspective
than it does from the Basque perspective. Irish and Swedish independence in the Second
World War were of two completely diﬀerent sorts. The perspective on the socialistic regime (as
well as of the regime itself) in East Germany was diﬀerent than it was in Slovenia. We realized
that every generalization is of a very limited use. Of course it is great to be aware of what we all
have in common, but this should only serve as a basis to understand our diﬀerences.
Another important understanding was that of what an important role community radios play
in the context of recording history in details, especially in relation to professional history. In
other words, who else could record all the happenings, all the diﬀerent stories of people who
are not leaders, politicians or celebrities, but whose views of the happenings are just as
legitimate and important? Another important fact which we should not neglect when dealing
with the recording of voices from history, although this may seem self-evident, is the fact that
“time passes”. Things get forgotten. There are a lot of stories out there, but not enough ears
to listen. The generations of certain historical events are gradually passing. We do not have
unlimited time to record everything we want.
If we concentrate on the content and the historical themes chosen by diﬀerent radios, we can
observe two major tendencies. Some radios decided to deal with the themes related to the
Second World War. That was definitely the most important and the most traumatic event for
Europe in the 20th century. Its consequences can be felt even today on the level of actual
politics, of individual traumas or on the level of prejudices, oﬀences, and hostility around
Europe. The other tendency could be seen as a way of avoiding this theme and its main
narrative: some stations decided to research local or social history, the history of pop-culture,
history that is nearer to the present, the history of everyday life or diﬀerent sorts of neglected
histories (the history of minorities, etc.).
This booklet is composed of two diﬀerent parts. The first part includes the presentations of all
the radio stations, as well as the presentations of their ways of dealing with history. Some
radios also added translations of those presentations in their own languages. In the second
part, we decided to expose particular examples of good practices, examples of concrete work
that was done in the context of our project. The main aim of those particular examples is to
present the project as a whole. So we included an example of work done during our bilateral
visits, examples of radio broadcasts dealing with a specific historical theme, an interview from
the perspective of the project manager of one of the stations included, reports from trainings,
photo-material of the project, etc. Even though this booklet is written, we tried to at least partly
preserve the oral nature of our project with interviews transcriptions. The purpose of these
examples is also to concretely present what we have learned from the project, to present the
concrete uses of the knowledge that we gained (in the form of performing interviews,
investigating local history, comparing stories, discovering historical sources, etc.)

This booklet would not be possible without the collaboration of many people. Special thanks
goes to the co-workers of all the radio stations included in the project, who delivered their
presentational texts and especially to those stations which also presented us with other
materials (texts, recordings, photos) on the basis of which this booklet was composed.

Group photo from the training in Ireland

2. Presentation of Radio Stations

Athlone Community Radio - The Sound of Athlone
Location: Athlone, Ireland
Internet page: http://athlonecommunityradio.ie/
Radio frequency: 88,4 fm

1. Presentation

Athlone Community Radio is not for profit volunteer led community development project that
facilitates equal access to media and allows members of the community to become creative
contributors rather than passive listeners.
ACR promotes and protects cultural, social, artistic and linguistic diversity. ACR serves the
community by oﬀering the following services: volunteering, participating in media creation,
access to airwaves, community news/view, broadcasting, FETAC Accredited Training, skills
development, social enrichment, work experience, outside broadcasting, programme
production, alternative listening;
ACR provided air time to over 300 community groups and has given every school in Athlone
area an opportunity to become involved in the programme making. ACR has been a recipient
of several broadcast awards since 2008.
Athlone Community Radio was formed in 2006 as a steering group comprised of individuals
from a number of community organisations who saw that a community radio station would
serve the interests of their clients and the general public of Athlone and its environs. Athlone
Community Radio has seven staﬀ members and more than 50 active volunteers who are
regularly creating programmes and helping in the station.

2. Historical Themes

‘Memories of World War I’ – is an hour documentary about the World War I where 50.000 Irish
soldiers lost their lives while their fellow Irish man back in Ireland were making war on the
army (British) they served in. The soldiers who were lucky to come back home were socially
isolated and they spend the rest of their lives trying to erase their British military history. These
men found it impossible to get jobs, homes, acceptance from the community and justice.
Many families denied that their family member was a soldier in the both World Wars. Only
recently this history is changing. This documentary was made during the event this year in
Trinity College Dublin, where the families of these soldiers were bringing memorabilia and
artefacts from the old times to help one forgotten history to emerge.
‘Gentex – factory that shapes the life of Athlone’- is a four and a half hour documentary about
the factory that has employed more than 1000 people (in town of 15000) for decades, since
the 1930s. Memories of more than 20 ex -employees tell our listeners some forgotten
historical information, for example Belgians who were skilled weavers and lived here in
Athlone until the outbreak of the Second World War.

‘Heritage on your door step’ – is a six and a half hour documentary about the hidden heritage
in town that people are not aware of, including cultural, architectural and cultural heritage.
This programme has more than 100 contributors.
‘It’s a poor tree that looks bad in autumn’ – this documentary consist of memories of our
senior citizens about the life in Athlone and Ireland, before, during and after the war.
‘Athlone Calling’ – this documentary tells the story about the time in the 1930’s when the name
of our town Athlone was on dial of every radio set, since many locals are not aware that the old
transmission station is a home to the three generations of transmitters including intact
Marconi equipment from the 1930s - maybe the only one in the world. We interviewed more
than 10 people who worked there and the one who remembered the heavy security around the
transmitter of national importance during the Troubles (IRA) in 1970s.
‘The Bottomless Purse’ – is a radio drama and a very interesting look back at the history 700
years ago and the first case of ‘industrial pollution compensation’. The play is set towards the
end of the 13th Century when the newly created town of Athlone was less than a century old. At
this stage there was a local monastery which sacrificed some of its lands to the Crown as a site
for a royal castle. The monks and the authorities both lived simple but separate lives until such
time as the pollution from the royal mills destroyed their fishing. With this project we showed
that even in the 13th Century, the pollution of the Shannon was a very real problem – in a well
documented settlement (The Medieval priory of Saint Peter and Paul in Athlone by Fr Patrick
Conlan) the monks won their case and received compensation from the Crown.

coworkers of Radio Athlone sit in the front at the project training meeting in Hannover

R.I.G fm
Location: Gironde, France
Internet page: http://www.rigfm.fr/
Radio frequency: 90,7fm
1. Presentation
R.I.G Radio Iguanodon Gironde was created 30 years ago by a group of secular Scouts of
France.
It emits in the south of France on the territory of the Urban Community of Bordeaux within the
radius of 60 km.

1.1.Values and objects
Since its inception, R.I.G always wanted to respect the values of democracy, the fight against
discrimination and has participated in the development of local, social and cultural events and
has let anyone speak on the radio and express their opinions on diﬀerent subjects in its
various broadcasts. R.I.G plays a media educator role; it works with diﬀerent publics on a
variety of projects. In this context, it oﬀers many workshops of non-formal training. Everyone
can learn the techniques of sound production and animation, get informed about the laws and
the functioning of community radio stations, learn how to express themselves and develop
their curiosity. Its aim is also to create social bonds, to allow everyone to create its own
broadcast, to present its structure, music, projects…
Thus, R.I.G is a tool enabling people to get related to diﬀerent stories and history. Relating to
memory is one of its first aims and the radio wishes to file these reports in the departmental
archives of Bordeaux.

2. Historical themes

2.1 The project STO : Service du Travail Obligatoire
Because the territory of the Cub is dotted with remnants of World War II (bunkers, entrenched
camps …) and because the radio’s team had the opportunity to meet diﬀerent people who
lived here during the war, we wanted to reflect on “forgotten history”. The goal is to collect
their stories and thus recover one part of the history of the Second World War, unknown to the
general public and especially the younger generations. These reports, after being broadcast,
will be deposited in the departmental archives.

2.2 Grundtvig project
The Grundtvig folder will implement this STO project. The association always wanted to create
links with other community radios. It proposes actions within radio planning, its actions and
programmes are relayed by various networks of independent radio stations in the region. RIG
has also helped with the creation of diﬀerent free radios in France and abroad. Our various
experiences with other radios have taught us a lot and allowed us to think about and carry out
new projects. The European meetings enabled the formation of cultural partnerships and may
lead to new projects between community radios.

Radio Flora
Location: Hannover, Germany
Internet page: http://www.radioflora.de/
Radio frequency: http://www.radioflora.de/ (Web radio)

1. Presentation
In 1993, a so called “citizen radio” was established in Lower Saxony. It was considered the
third “pillar” beside the public-oﬃcial and the private radio stations. About 20 radio friends,
mostly activists of the movement against nuclear power stations gathered around Petja
Wundenberg, who has since died, founded the association “Freundeskreis Lokalradio” (=
friends of local radio) - “Radio Flora” in 1993.
In resistance to the Atomic-Waste-Deposit in Wendland – a district in Lower Saxony - a radio
station named the ‘Free Radio of Wendland” was established, which was an important starting
point for Radio Flora.
Faced with mostly homogenous and monopolized media, the activists thought that it was
necessary to build up an independent media scene. This was not only important in regard to
ecological and nuclear questions, but also concerning all other social topics involving some
kind of conflict.
At the same time, activists wanted to build up a democratically organized radio, which was to
be controlled by the activists themselves. The activists looked up to the “mother” of free
radios in Germany - “Radio Dreyeckland” - as a model. It was founded in Freiburg as a crossborder radio of Germany, France and Switzerland in 1977, during the fight against nuclear
power stations planned near the border of all the three states. In the beginning it was illegal.

From 1993 to 1997, the friends of the “Local radio station Hanover - radio Flora” first
broadcasted only in connection with diﬀerent events in town. These programmes provided the
activists with good organizational and technical conditions for the planned broadcast. Dozens
of interested people learned radio work in a very practical way, by research, text writing,
construction of contributions, and voice training. The oﬃcial media policy was also a theme.
Though the interests of the people involved in the project were not completely homogeneous,
three Hanover radio initiatives - Radio Flora, La Mouche and Open Air - united in 1995. The
name of the new radio was “Friends of local radio e. V.”. A concept was worked out and it
served as the fundamental principles of common work. Workshops and first radio teams were
established. The main decision taking board was the meeting of all activists involved in the
radio work. Our radio initiative became the greatest self-organized project for labour and
educational purposes in the Hanover region.
To enlarge publicity work, the newspaper “Megahertz” was founded in 1995. After that the
radio activists asked for a license to broadcast as a non-commercial local radio in the Hanover
region. In the competition with three other radio initiatives, Radio Flora got the permission.
On the 10th of October 1996, the oﬃcial Media Board of Lower Saxony gave a five-year license
to six cities in Lower Saxony, amongst them: Hanover. On June 21st in 1997, Radio Flora
started to broadcast. The aim was to give a voice to the people who would be otherwise left
without a voice in the private commercial or public media.
In the beginning, the funding of Radio Flora by the oﬃcial Media Board of Lower Saxony was
relatively generous. In spite of this, our radio felt itself obliged to the principles of free radios.
But the positions of the 12 people with a salary and the 200 honorary people were relatively
wide ranged. This lead to conflicts and discussions related to the principles of radio making.
This was, for example, the case in the War in Yugoslavia. The question was, should Radio Flora
oppose the war policy of the Green Party and the Social Democracy Party or be “neutral and
objective”, transmitting pro- and contra-positions according to the war.
Another continuous conflict was connected with the organization of the radio. In opposition of
the original horizontal (grass-roots) concept with the same rights for all activists involved in
radio making, there were diﬀerent opinions regarding the role and status of the paid members
of the radio.
In June 2006, the political balance of power in Lower Saxony changed from the more
progressive Parties to the Conservatives. Under the governmental influence, the Media Board
of the state of Lower Saxony started a campaign against Radio Flora. First they criticized the
radio in an open statement saying that the concept of Radio Flora had too many text-oriented
broadcasts. In November 2008, they published a questionable telephone survey, which stated
that our radio had not enough listeners. They demanded a structure, which should suit the
“average German listener”. This was aimed against the texts as well as the music and even
more against the many broadcasts we had in diﬀerent languages. In our best times we

broadcasted in 15 diﬀerent languages of immigrants. They wanted us to do more for the
“average listeners”, who might be “deterred” by our broadcasts. They also wanted us to have a
more “explicit structure”: our base-oriented structure – with sometimes diﬃcult decisions –
was to be replaced with a more hierarchical structure: one editor-in-chief who decides and a
staﬀ who acts accordingly. The whole time the threat of losing the license was somewhere in
the background. The pressure from the outside aﬀected our inside work. The conflict
increased and in 2008 a kind of a “nuclear fission” happened. Shortly before we had to ask for
the renewing of our license, some people of the team founded a new non-profit organization.
In the meantime, Radio Flora had elected a new board, in which all diﬀerent trends were
represented.
During the following months, the media board kept expecting us to fulfil more and more
conditions – and we worked accordingly to those conditions.
We gained new members as well and collected thousands of supporting signatures. But
nothing helped. Radio Flora, with 200 active volunteers and 600 members, had to shut down
on 31st March 2009. It was the end of the greatest citizen’s project in Lower Saxony.
The license was given to a radio station which was close to advertisement business. The
oﬃcial reasons given to take the license away from us were the same as before: too close to a
free radio concept, not transparent enough and not near enough to business interests. After
the loss of the license, our organization continued to exist under the name of ‘Friends of the
local radio station Hanover e. V”. We had to leave our broadcasting centre, had to give back
most of our equipment, but could keep some important things (our transmission car for
example) and we continued with our work as an internet radio – thanks to our clever
technicians - from the 1st of April of 2009 on.
Today we have 240 members, once a year we convene a general meeting of our organization.
About 100 people work without being paid and do 60 broadcasts, eight in foreign languages,
about 30 music programmes and political, cultural, as well as call-in programmes. Two
women programmes are broadcast and there is also a programme with and about refugees.
We have only one (badly) paid worker, who does organization, oﬃce and technical work. Our
broadcast car is used for diﬀerent events, such as protests against the Neonazis,
demonstrations on the first of May or diﬀerent music festivals.
You can listen to Radio Flora on the internet live stream www.radioflora.de There are about
100.00 accesses to our live stream and about 300 000 accesses to our homepage within a
month (podcasts). Radio Flora is a member of AMARC and of BFR - the union of German
speaking Free Radios - and a cooperating partner of diﬀerent events and collectives in the
Hanover region.

2. Historical Themes

100 years since World War I and the crimes of war committed in Belgium by troops from
Hanover
World War I was - in the words of the historian George F. Kennan - the “Great catastrophe of
the 20th Century”. The war was preparing over a number of years and Germany had an
essential responsibility for this first industrialized war, in which the whole population was
involved. The broadcast deals with the reasons for World War I, the actual discussion in
Germany about the responsibility of the German elites for this war and mentions the local
hero cult around General Otto von Emmich, born in Hannover, who has to be blamed for
serious war crimes against the Belgian civilians already during the first days of the war.
Bombardment of Guernica by forces of Legion Cóndor in April 1937 and the role of the
military air bases of Wunstorf and Langenhagen
On April 26th in 1937, the Basque city of Guernica was nearly completely destroyed by German
fighter pilots of the Legion Condor during the Spanish (Civil) War. This crime against the
civilian population of an undefended village filled the whole world with horror. Pablo Picasso,
under the impression of the destruction, painted his probably most famous picture,
„Guernica“, and turned this name into a symbol for fascist terror and the horror of aerial
warfare – until this day. Part of the perpetrators, who supported a military putsch against the
elected republic government in Spain, had been trained and instructed at the military air bases
of Langenhagen, Wunstorf, and Delmenhorst. In this radio feature, the history and military
consequences of the destruction of Guernica will be reconstructed. Another subject is the
covering-up of this war crime for many years in Germany.
The women’s concentration camp in the area of the Continental tyre-factory in Hanover/
Limmer and the local activities for the commemoration of the victims
In World War II, German workers became soldiers and they were replaced – e.g. in the tyrefactory Continental in Hanover – by forced labourers captured in the countries occupied by the
German army. Since mid-1944, the SS provided the Continental factories mainly with French
and Polish female prisoners from concentration camps. At the beginning of 1945, 1011 female
prisoners were put up in Continental’s own concentration camp on the same ground of the
factory. These women had to do forced labour on an assembly line during 12-hour night– or
day-shifts. After the war, the Continental Company did not accept any responsibility for the
exploitation and mistreatment of these women. In 1987, a local independent group succeeded
in erecting a simple plate of bronze in commemoration of the former women’s concentration
camp, and its members continue to stand up for a more dignified memorial.
Oral history of the daily resistance of antifascist women in Hanover during the NS-Regime
The resistance of women during the Nazi-regime in Germany has mostly been neglected in
historical research and ignored in society. But interviews with antifascist women show the

important and sometimes life-saving role of women in the resistance movement being a part
of their daily routine. Nevertheless, they also convey the contradictions of „female lifecontexts“.
History of the so-called “decree against radicals” – Berufsverbote - in Western Germany
since 1972 and the victims’ demands today
The so-called decree against radicals from 1972 opened in Germany a hunt for supposed
“enemies of the constitution” – they were engine-drivers, postmen,
teachers or other
workers/employees in the Public Services. Three and a half million people were kept under
surveillance and checked by the German interior secret service. Eleven thousand people were
forbidden to practice their professions, the livelihood of about 1500 people was seriously
damaged by the prohibition to pursue their jobs. The aim, discussed beforehand by intelligent
service specialists, was a severe political intimidation of critical and politically committed
people. In the broadcast, people aﬀected by „Berufsverbote“ got a chance to speak about their
experience. It also deals with the question whether the regional parliament of Lower Saxony
will be willing and able to reappraise this dark chapter of Western German history.
Reading of extracts of a young girl’s diary between 1914 and 1918. She was 12 years old,
when the First Worldwar started and 16 years at the end of the war
Apart from the extracts of the diary we included parts of war-songs and other musical
impressions from those times. The text is an example of the development from enthusiastic
patriotism and support of german warfare towards a position of convinced pacifism and
objection to war. We have to make the note that the reading maintains expressions which are
inconsistent with the political correct linguistic level of these days.
Source: Jo Mihaly: ”Da
gibt's ein Wiedersehn! Kriegstagebuch eines Mädchens 1914 – 1918” . (...once we will meet again.
Diary of war of a young girl 1914-1918.)

Grundtvig Project
Since January 2013, volunteers of Radio Flora participate in the Grundtvig Project by bilateral
visits to diﬀerent European radios (Radio R.I.G./ Bordeaux, Radio Oloron / Oloron, Radio
Pausumedia, Radio Kärnan) and attending three central meetings in the company of ten other
european radio stations: The first meeting was at Radio Student/Ljubljana-Slovenia in
November 2013, the second at Radio Athlone/Irland in May 2014 and the third was organized
by our radio in Hannover in November 2014. We also participated in the final meeting in
Oloron Ste. Marie from 7th till 10th May 2015.
Our collaborations about historical memory concern the period of First World War,
Nazifascism and Second World War –including the bombing of Gernika by the Legion Condor,

but also the political repression in Germany in the earlier seventies and eighties, and consider
the diﬃculties with the memory of german history and crimes in the actual society.

Coworkers of Radio Flora at storytelling-event in the Museum of
History of the City of Hannover concerning the visión of migrants from
eastern and western Germany on the fall of Berlin wall

Radio Oloron
Location: Oloron, France
Internet page: http://www.radiooloron.fr/
Radio frequency: 89,2 fm
1. Presentation

When Mitterrand gives permission in 1981 to private radio transmitting from France, free
radios multiply… and enter a competitive logic. Most independent radios disappear or are
bought by large financial groups. But this is not the end of the story: a few diehards and radio
enthusiasts resist and continue to remain independent, as did Radio Oloron.
Radio Oloron is a community radio station with five employees and sixty volunteers at large. It
was founded in February 1982 by a dozen volunteers, mostly teachers. This is the first radio
Béarn, and the first free radio there. At first, the presenters were all volunteers, and it was the
teachers who provided the broadcast before or after their workday, so the radio was emitting in
the morning and in the evening. Now, with the new technology, the radio never stops and
emits 24h / 24 on FM 89.2 or at www.radiooloron.fr.
In its programme schedule, Radio Oloron oﬀers local information sessions and is the
essential link to announce many events. Emissions made by the volunteers are rich and varied

programs on books, the local language, politics, environment, etc. ... The music programmes
are very up-to-date and intergenerational; they range from punk to accordion, from techno to
reggae, 40’s, rap ... Although Radio Oloron covers a multitude of events, four fields are
essential: culture, sports, local language and education.
It is a field radio. Throughout the year, the radio team provides direct transmissions
throughout the territory; e.g. on Wednesday, a transmission is made by a lady of 93 years. A
wide range of events is covered by the radio: Jazz Festival, the Association Forum, the valleys
of the Festival, political elections, Hestiv'oc (in partnership with other radios), Réseau'lution
(which deals with the environment), etc. ...
Radio Oloron also has a training role: it welcomes interns coming from colleges or schools of
journalism; it also works with schools, on the technical aspect of issues such as mounting a
magazine. Radio has also helped a college (Lasseube) to mount a web radio.
The budget of the association represents about 100 000 euros in all. This may seem a lot, but
the amount allows us to cover just the basic costs of the radio’s existence. Eighty per cent of
this comes from the support fund (before it was a percentage levied on advertising revenue of
private radio and TV, but now it is a grant from the Ministry of Culture). Each year, Radio
Oloron must therefore present a record of the actions made during the past year in order to
receive this support fund. At the same time, the town also provides a grant each year.
Occasional commercials and ads also help to reinforce the budget.
2. Historical themes
For years, Radio Oloron has been echoing many events concerning the great historical events
experienced in the area (the great wars, the Civil War, the Gurs camps, etc. ...). For this
purpose, the radio is associated with a multitude of partners to relay its waves of events
implemented in Oloron or Upper Béarn, especially since last year, when we celebrated the
centenary of the World War I.
TOWN HALL: throughout the year, close collaboration takes place with the municipality and
Heritage Service (the town has been classified as a “City of art and history” for years). It
organizes and prepares commemoration activities with the support of local associations. The
gallery hosts the exhibition Révol retrançant; the veteran’s course.
CINEMA THE LUXOR: Radio Oloron has its own theatre show, and volunteers who run it
(including the director of the cinema) sometimes host filmmakers who have dealt with the war
in their movies. The Luxor organizes film series about the war and the radio covers those
events.
COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS: Schools that receive education course on history participate in
specific activities during the year; the College des Cordeliers conducted a research on hairy
Oloron; a scenic representation of four college students has highlighted the commemoration
of the 11th November.

ASSOCIATIONS: Many associations work throughout the year to celebrate and honour the
veterans (TML oﬀers tours to Camp de Gurs, TRAIT - UNION organizes conferences, regularly
oﬀers programs BIARN TOSTEMPS).
THE FRENCH SOUVENIR organizes commemorations BOOK WITHOUT BORDERS, which
hosts authors writing about the two great wars. The association also unites people to celebrate
important moments lived in the Southwest (8th May 1945, 11th November 1918).
THE LIBRARY: the new media oﬀers year-round conferences with historians and history
teachers; it also oﬀers special exhibitions.
Oloron Ste Marie has many historic sites open to the public as well as schools (Grède Tower,
home of the Heritage, etc. ...). The city is full of history, sites are scattered over the three
historic districts.
Grundtvig Project
Since November 2013, various employees and volunteers of Radio Oloron participate in the
Grundtvig Project by visiting diﬀerent European radios (Radio Student, Radio Flora, Radio
Athlone) to attend numerous conferences concerning historical memory, and participate in
various meetings in the company of ten other radio stations. Radio Oloron task will be to
prepare the final meeting in Oloron Ste Marie on 7th till 10th May 2015, in the presence of other
ten European radios.
For this occasion, the radio team will prepare a conference on the First World War; radio
partners will also attend a commemoration at war memorials (to celebrate 8th May 1945).
Among the events of this meeting, there will also be a visit to the Gurs Camps with the TML
Association (memory Earth and fight).

Radio Študent
Location: Ljubljana, Slovenia
Internet page: www.radiostudent.si
Frequency: 89,3 Mhz

1. Presentation

The most appropriate method to present the way in which Radio Student is dealing with
historical themes would be a historical method itself, so the main question would be: what are
the historical reasons for presenting historical themes in the way we present them? Slovenia is
a country that was a part of Yugoslavia until the 1991. Yugoslavia was a socialistic country, so
our modern historical experience is in a certain way radically diﬀerent from almost all other
radio stations which are included in the Grundtvig project. We are one of the two radios in our
network, which come from the east side of the “Iron Curtain”, so we have some unique
experience with the socialistic regime. It is also important to point out that Radio Student
itself originates from that time: Radio Student is a direct product of the student rebellion
movement in 1968. It has ever since played quite an important role in our society: it was
perceived as an alternative, independent, autonomous and a progressive radio, open for
political alternatives and public initiatives. Radio Student also played a very important role in
the democratization of the society in the 80’s, when Yugoslavia’s socialistic regime was
collapsing. Radio Student played such an important role in that time because it was one of
the few media in which a relative freedom of speech was possible; it was relatively
independent from the socialistic government which paid much more attention to the larger
media institutions and also many young people, who were courageous and freethinking,
worked here. Of course there were problems and conflicts with the government in that time,
but nevertheless, at Radio Student it was possible to be relatively critical towards the system
and especially towards its interpretation of history. We find the history of our own institution
especially important today, when we are dealing with problems with our funding providers.
Radio Student is at large financed by a student organization, which is lead by student
politicians who often don’t understand the historical role and importance of our radio. So
even our own self-defense by which we argue the necessity of our existence today is partly
based on historical ground.
To understand the historical-political situation in Slovenia today, we have to go a little bit
backwards in time, to the Second World War. In that time, Germany and Italy occupied the
territory of Slovenia today. Local people here were divided between two diﬀerent poles – as
they were in many other European countries. On one hand we have the rebellion, the antifascistic movement, which was mostly inspired and led by communists and socialists who

then took power over the country after the war and established the socialist federal state of
Yugoslavia. On the other hand we have the ‘Slovene Home-Guard movement’ which was
inspired by the former civil (mostly nationalistic and cleric) parties that were against
communism. They saw it as an occupation, so they were forced in (or they choose?) a kind of
a coalition with the German and Italian occupiers, with Hitler and Mussolini, and because of
that they were later on of course seen as collaborators.
But after the emancipation of Slovenia and after the democratization of society and passage
into the parliamentary democracy and capitalism in 1991 the whole theme of the Second World
War reemerged as an important issue again in a completely diﬀerent manner. The whole space
of our contemporary political democracy could be generally divided into two poles – on the
right and on the left pole (right and left political parties). One part of the origins of this
division could be found in the division from the Second World War. Right political parties are
more nationalistic, clerical, they are critical towards the socialist regime. On the other hand,
left political parties are liberal and partly based on a positive attitude towards the anti-fascist
movement, but not towards the whole socialistic regime. Of course this division is a little bit
simplistic, but it is anyway useful to understand how a large part of a political argumentation
uses the history in its own manner. This is important in a very wide sense, especially for our
journalists, who are a part of the actual-political editorial board. They prepare daily political
news and broadcasts about everyday political events. These broadcasts (called Oﬀ, Britoﬀ and
Oﬀside) are mainly based on journalist’s own interpretations of events and of statements of
people involved. Even on this level of everyday political issues, we can see what a huge impact
history has on the present time. Slovenian political space is especially overfilled with historical
themes. Politics are constantly using argumentations based on history. They are constantly
using comparisons between present day activity and historical events. So our journalists have
to be prepared for this kind of argumentations: they have to know history, so that they are able
to confront and interpret those statements and ask politicians the right questions. They have
to be able to deconstruct argumentations based on history to see the present day purposes of
its use.
Division between the left and the right political option became even more important after the
economic crisis in 2007 which is still very present in Slovenia and after the mass protest
movement in winter 2012/2013, when squares in large Slovenian cities were the scenes of
public manifestations of dissatisfaction and rebellion against our government, austerity
measures and mass unemployment. Radio Student of course paid much attention to this
protest movement. And in this circumstances many new left political movements arose, that
are directly sympathizing with the socialist regime and are trying to restore it in some
democratic way in the future. No matter if you are dealing with the defenders or with the
opponents of those movements, again you have to deal with their political use of history.
Radio Student’s strategy about the presentation of historical themes is not strictly speaking
objectively, not even subjectively. Of course, we tend towards objective presentation in a sense
that we present both sides of the story, argumentations for and argumentations against a

certain historical interpretation, but this is not enough: our journalists are also encouraged to
defend one position, to criticize both positions, and to express their own opinion. Of course,
this strategy does not imply that our position is simply: “everything goes - journalists just
express yourself in any possible way you wish!”, on the contrary, we have editors who check
texts and give advice to younger journalists, and we also have weekly meetings of editorial
boards where we evaluate our weekly program and make plans for the following week.

2. Historical Themes
The rise of an independent state, Republic of Slovenia in 1991 has a large impact not only on
the level of polarization of the political discourse but also on the formation of a completely
new historical narrative. Slovenia was a new state that didn’t exist in any other era of our local
history. So the main interpretation was that our 1000 years long dreams of independence
finally fulfilled themselves, that our nation has reached its final determined goal in history: a
national state. Nobody thought that nation itself was a modern invention which is not even
nearly 1000 years old. Of course this euphoria has its dark side: every grand historical
narrative excludes other narratives that are not complementary with it and nationalistic
historical narrative is especially exclusive. All of a sudden our former part of an altogether
Yugoslavian common history was neglected. Slovenia thought of itself as of a central-European
country, which has nothing to do with the barbaric Balkan, which was in that time sunken
deeply in the non-sense nationalistic wars. Radio Student was always critical towards the
regime and even after the radical change of that regime in the 90’s it still remained on its
critical position, which was now oriented towards the present mainstream nationalistic
ideological discourse. Radio Student always remained aware of the exclusiveness of the main
historical narrative, so in this manner it oﬀered the possibility for the voices of diﬀerent
minorities to be heard. So today we have broadcasts that are produced by Gypsies, by the
Serbian, Bosnian and African minority. Our political department also produces a broadcast
dedicated to the whole region of Balkan, called Balkan Express, which presents political
activities on the Balkan and by doing so tries to present common historical political ground of
this region and to reestablish the ties between the Yugoslav nations that were completely
broken after the early 90’s. We also have a broadcast called South Hemisphere, which is
dedicated to the social and political topics of the third world.
Radio Student is not alternative only because we play alternative music, but also because we
try to present all alternatives in a much wider context. We also have broadcasts dedicated to
the lesbian and homosexual movement, a feminist broadcast, an anarchist broadcast and so
on. And in every one of these shows we are presenting alternative historical narratives, which
are largely neglected by the commercial mass media.
We also have to mention our editorial board for university issues. Today Radio Student is
much more than just a radio for students, as it was meant when it was established, but we are

still paying much attention to these themes. And here we also try to include the historical
dimension of the student problematic. The main problem in this context is that students
themselves are not aware of the historical dimension of their status (because nobody is, at
least in ideal circumstances, a student for life). So every new generation confronts itself with
the same problems as the generation before them did. Students are also not aware of how
their rights and their privileges arose: so in this context it is very important to present the
historical dimensions. We have produced a series of broadcasts that are dedicated to the
history of student organization and rebellion movement throughout the history.
In the context of the Grundtwig project, we decided to produce a series of radio broadcasts
which would examine diﬀerent aspects of the era of the 90’s years: rave-movement, art and
theater scene, the forming of national political organizations in Slovenia, the forming of
student organization, 90’s pop-culture, etc. We decided to concentrate on this era, because it
is in a special position: it is somehow in-between the present and the past and because of this
excluded from both of them. It is also very interesting to do an oral-history research about an
era which we all remember but at the same time we do not have a clear, distance perception of
it. So we will sort of research “the act of the creation of history”. We expect many diﬀerent
interpretations and views.
Coworkers of Radio Študent, Radio Fabrik, Radio Kärnan, etc. on a training in Athlone, Ireland

Radio Kärnan
Location: Helsinborg, Sweden
Internet page: http://www.radiokarnan.se/
Radio frequency: 99,2 Mhz and 104,9 Mhz

1. Presentation

Helsingborg Närradio starts in 1979 with 15 diﬀerent members of diﬀerent political, sport and
religious associations. Community Radio “Närradio” was founded in Sweden that year, and
the reason for the introduction of a community radio was that we wanted to give associations
around the country a chance to spread their views. It was not only reserved for the Swedish
Radio to broadcast, but most of the compounds were given the chance to spread their
message to the people.
The community radio association was founded and has the permission to own a transmitter,
the permission to a frequency and to take care of common things such as music reporting
communication between studios and all the common technical equipment. Nowadays, the
association is also responsible for the allocation of transmission times between the
organizations, previously handled by the authorities. The organization of the association is
very democratic, as each of the sending organizations has one vote. This prevents one large
organization to rule over the others.
All organizations have the possibility to broadcast by themselves and receive a sending
permission from the authority which is private for each organization and makes the broadcast
legal. Every sending organization has their own responsibility of correct speech and law
according to the act of the free word in broadcasting as well as of following the rules of press
ethics from the NRO for broadcast.
In 2004, the board needed an organization to broadcast during the free time on the frequency
and to cooperate with Höganäs Community Radio.
That is why Radio Kärnan started filling up the silent hours in the Community Radio
Helsingborgs Närradio. And now, after ten years, we have a large amount of sending hours in
Helsingborg as well as Höganäs.
We broadcast over FM on 99,2 in Helsingborg, over104,9 in Höganäs, as well as via Internet
live stream.

2. Historical themes
Good practice examples of reporting on historical memories could be found in our Friday
show weekly.
Eight years ago we started referring to people’s memories as far back as people are able to
remember and they were invited to share their stories with us. Especially one man born in 1913
gave us many answers, but also a lot more questions.
We started to investigate what really happened during the years 1930 -1945, what the Swedish
people did against fascism in Spain and Germany, and how did they react to the accusations
of doing nothing. For example Denmark and Norway accused Sweden of having done nothing.
We started to investigate historically, comparing the unions and political facts with the archive
of the Syndicalist Union of workers.
In order to find out the truth, we tried to gain access to the archive of the Norwegian Police
and Danish war archive. All archives concerning the war policy activity in Norway and
Denmark are closed until 2057. They aren’t even open for university students. That brings us
back to study the topic only from the personal experience, out in the field, from people that
lived during that time as well as from books dealing with this topic. The main story for us was
to find out whether the Swedes only sat on their backs and let someone else take up the fight
instead of them.
While being involved in this EU project “Forgotten Memory”, we found out that many people
put up a really strong fight against fascism, in all diﬀerent forms. But even today we see that
fascism takes a big place in modern politics and the history repeats itself in 2014 following the
good old fascistic principle; divide and rule.
Don´t be afraid to ask and search in the past
When we started to look into our project, we never thought that such a big part of our history
was not available in the form of documents. But we were lucky enough that people in the age
of 85-99 years of age have a clear memory and have even been involved in the politics as for
example the secretary in the main government party during the years 1928 -1945.
We take the opportunity to ask and listen to their stories and this gives a new understanding of
the Swedish neutrality in the European history of that time.
We have at the moment four hours of material documented on tape.
We even got hold of a part of the recordings showing what was broadcast to the Swedish
people as propaganda. Comparing this with the Union and others who worked against
fascism, we found out that the truth is that the politics will never give any exact reason why we
did nothing to prevent it. They only prevent us from finding out the truth.
We planned to have at least six programmes of 30 minutes length with interviews and then five
shorter ones, about 15 minutes long.

Radiofabrik
(Salzburg's only Community Radio station: Good to listen!)

Location: Salzburg, Austria
Internet page: http://www.radiofabrik.at/
Radio frequency: 107,5 Mhz, 97,3 Mhz, 98,6 Mhz

1. Presentation
1.1 Our mission statement:
We are the non-commercial Community Radio of Salzburg; everyone is welcomed to
take part in our activities. This results in a wide social, cultural, and generational
diversity. And of course, music catalogue which is oﬀ the mainstream.
1.2. Who are we? We understand ourselves as a community.
•

The members produce radio shows with their own initiative and responsibility

•

The staﬀ takes care of the infrastructure, finances, and training

•

All are/we are all a part of the non-profit association "Freier Rundfunk Salzburg".
1.3. What are we doing?

•

We produce original content: As an open and lively community radio we give people
the chance to create their own shows. News is covered by our editorial staﬀ, and it
focuses on local culture, civil society and music.

•

We spread knowledge: As an educational institution we impart media skills and
media literacy in the field of radio-journalism and radio-making.

•

We run projects: We have experience with local, national and international media
projects. In this context, we pursue three main goals: attract marginalised social
groups to the community; bring innovation; foster the development of media
policies
1.4. Our values

•

Open access: Everybody is welcomed in the Radiofabrik community. Especially
groups and people who are underrepresented in other media.

•

Freedom of expression: Our members work with taking their own responsibility.
Besides media laws only five restrictions limit the freedom of expression on air:
Sexism, racism, glorification of violence, antidemocratic contents, religious
propaganda and commercial advertising; these are not allowed.

•

Independence: We are independent from national, commercial and religious
institutions and political parties.

•

Diversity: We represent the social and linguistic diversity of Salzburg on and oﬀ air.

•

Quality: We improve ourselves through a well-built feedback culture, continuous
training, and education.

•

Good working conditions: We oﬀer clear expectations and fair payment for
employees.
1.5. How do we finance Radiofabrik?

•

Self-generated income: e.g. project development, media training and education.

•

Public support: Austrian community media are supported by a small percentage of
the television and radio licence fees. Radiofabrik also receives financial support from
the city and the region of Salzburg.

•

Donations, sponsoring, membership fees, voluntary work...

1.6. History
Some of the founders of Radiofabrik started their illegal radio station as early as 1992, when
the state-monopoly on broadcasting was still in force.
The oﬃcial licence was obtained in 1998 (five years after the state-monopoly was abolished,)
and Radiofabrik became the second Community Radio in Austria to broadcast legally. At the
beginning Radiofabrik had a five-hour weekly slot on a commercial radio station.
Daily broadcasting started in January 2002, once again sharing the waves of a commercial
station (City Radio). After the bankruptcy of City Radio in October 2003, Radiofabrik obtained
the full broadcasting licence and has been on air 24/7 ever since.
In the early days, the studio was located in a prefabricated container. In 2005, Radiofabrik
headquarters were relocated inside the ARGE-Kultur Salzburg, a self-standing cultural centre,
where professional infrastructure and equipment (oﬃce, studio, production, and workshop
rooms) were set up. The Radiofabrik community never stopped growing. In 2014, 300
volunteers are producing a huge variety of radio shows in 14 diﬀerent languages. From
children to elderly people, from the homeless to professors, from classic music to heavy
metal, from politics to trash, you can hear almost anything on Radiofabrik – except
commercials.
We broadcast over FM 107,5 and 97,3 MHz (City of Salzburg, Flachgau, Tennengau), via cable
in the whole state of Salzburg and via Internet live stream.

2. Historical Themes
2.1. Niemals vergessen – ein Hörmahnmal (2008/09).
The project “Never Forget: an Audio Memorial” was carried out in cooperation with Radio
Corax (Halle, Germany) and was financed by the EU in the programme “Europe for Citizens –
Active European Remembrance”. It focused on the prosecution and homicide of Romani and
Sinti during the Nazi regime.

The aim was to promote social dialogue with the still marginalised groups of Romani and
Sinti. The project resulted in an intensified network of NGOs and associations working with
them to solve present issues and carry on the memory of their oppression.
A range of radio broadcasts was produced and broadcast (5 features in in German and in
English, 10 mini-features, 17 radio spots focusing on stereotypes and two extended
interviews). One production in the frame of the project (involving young students) won the
renowned Austrian “Radiopreis der Erwachsenenbildung” in 2010.
The heart of the project is a monument that was erected in Salzburg, an “audio memorial” to
remember the Romani and Sinti victims. When someone approaches the memorial, the
names of the victims and the radio feature become audible. The memorial is situated in
Maxglan, the part of Salzburg where the “gipsies” were detained before their deportation to
the extermination camps.
All the radio broadcasts and further information on the project can be found on
„www.hoermahnmal.eu“.
2.2. Hörstolpersteine (2012)
This radio project is based on an existing remembrance project called
“Stolpersteine” („stumbling blocks“). These are brass-made commemorative plaques laid in
the pavement in front of the last self-chosen abode of Nazis' victims, relating their name as
well as their birth and death dates. More than 34.000 Stolpersteine have already been laid on
the streets and kerbs of 10 European countries, to keep the memory of the people who once
lived there alive. Because „a man is only forgotten, when his name is forgotten” (Talmud).
The radio project adds an audio dimension to this „biggest decentralised memorial of the
world“. Six free radios from Germany and Austria produced 60 short programmes that told
the biographies of the victims in radio format. Just like the stones in the streets, they come up
unexpectedly during other programmes without an intro explanation. They are meant to
irritate and unsettle, to tell, make aware and carry on the stories of the victims, who had lived
among us, as our neighbours, before they were murdered.
All 60 short features plus 12 longer programmes are available for streaming and free
download at http://hoerstolpersteine.net.
The Hörstolpersteine are the result of cooperation between:
Radiofabrik (Salzburg), FSK (Hamburg), Radio Corax (Halle an der Saale), Radio F.R.E.I.
(Erfurt), Radio FRO (Linz) Radio Z (Nürnberg)
with the support of the European Union, the Austrian Regulatory Authority for Broadcasting
and Telecommunications and the Austrian National Fund the for the victims of National
Socialism.

2.3. Stimmen aus den Schützengräben (2014)
On the 100th anniversary of WWI the short radio series “Voices from the trenches” was
produced.
One hundred years ago, Europe went to war, and millions of entrenched soldiers faced hunger,
battles, wounds and death. Some call them heroes. History books mostly relate of numbers,
generals, victories and defeats. But who were these men who spent the prime of their life
amidst the horrors of war? A century later, these men have the chance for their long lost voices
to be heard again.
With a handful of carefully selected documents, this radio project tries to look under the
uniforms and show these soldiers for what they really were, without any ideological framing.
All texts are rendered in their original languages (German, English, French, and Italian). Each
episode lasts about 10 minutes and features a small collection of interviews, letters, journal
entries, poems, novel passages. The editorial guidelines are very clear: we try to be objective,
avoid unnecessary commentaries and framing. The idea behind the project, though, is far
from neutral. “Stimmen aus den Schützengräben” is based on the belief that Europe must
invest energies to build a common identity, in which single nationalities don't disappear but
co-exist and complete each other. For this reason, the show is multilingual and the sources
aren't translated. The sense of unity is given by the moderation (in German, to reach the local
audience) and a theme chosen each time to connect the fragments of a single episode. By
underlining the common roots of modern Europe, we do not only want to remember the past
but to advocate a shared future as well.
2.4. Gruntvig Project
In the frame of the Learning Partnership "Memory under Construction", Radiofabrik is dealing
with the history of migration. Two shows respectively are produced with and about migrants,
refugees and beggars in Salzburg.

92.5 Phoenix FM
Location: Dublin, Ireland
Internet page: www.phoenixfm.ie
Radio frequency: 92.5 Mhz
1. Presentation
Dublin 15's first ever radio station Phoenix FM got its first licence in 1999. Originally based on
the Main Street of one of Dublin’s biggest suburban areas, Blanchardstown, it moved to new
studios in the Blanchardstown Centre in 2000, from where it still operates. Phoenix FM
originally broadcast on 105.2 FM, but moved to 92.5 FM. The Station’s programming is
predominantly talk-based, with 60 per cent speech content and 40 per cent music content in
any one weekly schedule. 92.5 Phoenix FM currently broadcasts 68 hours per week and
involves around 100 volunteers.
1.1. Mission Statement
The main aim of 92.5 Phoenix FM is:
to operate a Community Radio station whose management and programming is based on
community access and participation, and which reflects the special interests and needs of the
listenership of the Dublin 15 community that the station is licensed to serve.
The key objectives of 92.5 Phoenix FM are:
1. To operate a not for profit community radio station whose management and
programming is based on community access and participation, and which reflects the
special interests and needs of the listenership of the Dublin 15 community that the
station is licensed to serve.
2. To provide education and training to individuals, geographic communities and
communities of interest in order to facilitate community radio services as a medium
for community development as well as a medium for community expression.
3. To promote social inclusion and address disadvantage among communities in the D15
area.
4. To develop personal and professional skills so as to strengthen capacity as community
activists and volunteer broadcasters.
5. To link community broadcasting, planning, production skills and training with
community development needs and activities.
6. To empower minority groups and marginalized members of the community through
access and participation in programme making and the running of the station.

7. To develop and expand existing services using evolving and developing technologies in
the area of communications and broadcasting.
8. To acquire, lease, sub lease, purchase, hold, sell, rent, mortgage, manage and develop
and otherwise deal with land of any tenure, buildings , property and assets of every
description, including the erection, alteration or removal of all buildings, walls, fences
and so forth in the interests of sustaining or developing the capacity of the
Broadcasting Co-operative.
92.5 Phoenix FM's strategy for the future is to expand existing services to the target groups
outlined in line with increased staﬀ and financial resources, capitalising on all the groundwork
and expertise acquired to date.
1.2. Where 92.5 Phoenix FM’s Community Radio ethos comes from
1.2.1. Community Radio
Community Radio provides us with a tool to increase awareness of the community’s potential
to actively participate in the social, economic and cultural development of our area
1.2.2. Broadcasting Authority of Ireland’s (BAI) Community Radio Policy
“A Community Radio station is characterised by its ownership and programming and the
community it is authorised to serve. It is owned and controlled by a not for profit organisation
whose structure provides for membership, management, operation and programming
primarily by members of the community at large. Its programming should be based on
community access and should reflect the special interests and needs of the listenership it is
licensed to serve." (see bai.ie)
1.2.3. Our Licence Application
92.5 Phoenix FM presents programmes which reflect the richness of diversity in terms of
special interests and activities in the communities of Dublin 15. Integral to all policy decisions
and to the construction of programme schedules is the need to reflect the social, socioeconomic, cultural and demographic realities of the community served by the franchise area.
Our programming is predominantly talk-based, with a 60 per cent speech content and 40 per
cent music content in any one weekly schedule.
Programme material is whenever possible, sourced within Dublin 15, as is production,
technical and presentation personnel. Our programme service has been developed as a
communication network for the various voluntary groups in Dublin 15
The philosophy of the Station is to directly involve the community through featuring their
special interests, interviewing community activists, encouraging special interest groups or
communities to engage in or produce programming aimed at their community, but set in the
wider context of the community that makes up the Dublin 15 area.
1.2.4. Our BAI Licence
The programmes broadcast by 92.5 Phoenix FM shall at all times be such as in the opinion of
the Commission:-

•
•
•
•
•

are of high general standard;
are of a high quality transmission;
are based on community access;
reflect the special interests and the needs of the listeners in the Dublin 15 area whom it
is licensed to serve; and
add to the diversity of programming already in existence in the Dublin 15 Area.

2. Historical themes
The Dublin 15 area has grown exponentially over the past 50 years, with a particularly
concentrated influx over the past 20 years. In 1968 the population was only 5,500 and the area
was made up of a series of small villages separated from Dublin city by a substantial
greenbelt. Within 20 years the population had exploded, increasing nine-fold and it has since
again doubled to 101,032.
In our case, documenting the social history and development of our area is central to our
mission. We have completed several major projects over the past decade in this vein.
Nature in the City.
This series of programmes delved into the agricultural history of Dublin 15 and the last few
working farms, allotments and how the local authority is managing and maintaining the
environment in such a densely populated area. The influx of people has meant that the
physical and social fabric of the area has changed beyond recognition. The ‘Nature in the City’
series explored the topic through oral history, archival research, photographic records and the
national census. It was provided to all schools in the area as a learning tool.
Dublin 15 – My Story
This was an oral history project, consisting of two series, which talked to older people and
secondary school children about the changes they had seen in the Dublin 15 area throughout
their time here. There was a mix of people having been born here and those who moved into
the area. The result was a patchwork of historical insight throughout a period spanning over
70 years.
The Sound of Thoroughbred Hooves
Another project which told an almost forgotten story was our series ‘The Sound of
Thoroughbred Hooves’ which secured the story of horseracing and horse breeding in the
Dublin 15 area. The project interviewed central players, many of whom were elderly and if they
hadn’t been interviewed the story would have been lost.
Coolmine Therapeutic Community
Coolmine Therapeutic Community is an organisation based in Dublin 15, which treats drug
users to end their dependence of drugs and alcohol. The organisation is quote hidden and
unknown in the area. Through the project we documented the 40 years of their existence,
development and impact on Dublin 15.

Ongoing Programmes
Alongside the independent project, some of which are outlined above, we also have weekly
programmes in our schedule which deal with the subject of local history. Both ‘History
Matters’ and ‘Rambles in Dublin West’ before it, were researched and presented by historians.
Dr Brian Hughes of Trinity College Dublin and local historian, Jim Lacey, have produced
programmes which document the rich history of the area and its place within the country.
How We Are Working on the Project Grundtvig
92.5 Phoenix FM is interpreting the theme of the project in a unique way which deals with the
history and composition of our area. We are capturing oral history in a specific way which will
ensure that the diﬀerent eras of our area are preserved. The generations of people who were
in Dublin 15 before the waves of migration will have the chance to tell the story of the area as
it was, then the first waves of people who moved into the area in the 1970s, 1980s and early
1990s will add to the narrative and finally the people who moved here from the late 1990s and
in the new century will complete the picture.
The first phase of the project is gathering the oral history of our older residents. A team of
people are identifying people to take part, planning recordings and working together to hone
their interview technique. The training provided as part of the project has allowed this process
to run much more smoothly and helped the team to avoid pitfalls experienced by others.
The material recorded by our team will be archived as a resource for future generations as well
as being broadcast as an independent programme and edited into shorts to be aired as part of
other programmes.

Coworkers of Radio Phoenix and Radio Kärnan on training in Hannover

Graﬃti, d'Jugendsendungen um Radio ARA
Location: Rotondes de Bonnevoie, Luxembourg
Internet page: http://www.graﬃti.lu/, http://www.ara.lu/
Radio frequency: 102,9 and 105,2 MHz FM

1. Presentation
1.1. Radio ARA and the youth programm "Graﬃti"!
Radio ARA is a free and alternative radio station in Luxembourg. Many citizens and
associations participate in the programme. The programme’s characteristics are the following:
- original: always something new to discover
- special: a combination of diﬀerent styles
- multiculti: diﬀerent voices and languages, music from here and from far away.
Graﬃti is the youth programme of Radio ARA. Graﬃti includes shows made by the youth and
for the youth. All young people in the age range of 12-26 years have the opportunity to make
their own radio show.
Weekly Graﬃti oﬀers young people the transmission time of 15 hours, from Monday to Friday
from 2pm till 5pm, on the frequencies 102,9 and 105.2 MHz.
Graﬃti is a kind of a youth centre, where young people have the opportunity to broadcast their
self-produced programs with their music style, features, interviews, and much more via
antenna. Graﬃti also oﬀers radio workshops in schools, youth houses and in collaboration
with other youth relevant institutions and organizations.
1.2. The history of Radio ARA and Graﬃti!
Radio ARA got its broadcasting licence in 1992. The network has its main transmitter in
Luxembourg-City (see here) and several smaller transmitters throughout the country. Radio
RadAU, which has been broadcasting as a pirate station from the city and from the south of
Luxembourg during the second half of the 80’s, can be considered as one of the drives of the
radio-liberalisation in Luxembourg. Several people from RadAU participated in setting up
Radio ARA.
If from the beginning the international community of Luxembourg has been participating with
the radio, the re-launch of the morning grid with an English speaking service in 2000 under
the brand of "ARACityradio" was an important step in the history of the station. Since 2004,
the association Graﬃti, in charge of the youth programme in the afternoon, has taken a new
dynamic after employing an educator to strengthen the coaching of the young journalists and
DJs and by enforcing partnership with other associations, initiatives and youth centres.
Graﬃti, the non-profit purposes (asbl: association sans but lucratif) was created in early 1993
in order to give youth the access to the radio. Graﬃti has steadily expanded its media
education and educational mission in recent years.

2. Historical themes
Our concept to deal with historical themes is a combination of oral history interviews and
scientific studies as well as the research of historical materials, e.g. a production of a sound
documentary.
Oral history involves interviewing a person or a group to get an inside perspective into what it
was like to live in a particular time or is still like to live as the member of a particular group
within a society. Interviewing a group of people can create a picture of that experience, and a
large project of this kind can be a way of preserving a piece of history.
Oral testimony cannot replace the analysis of traditional historical materials (oﬃcial
documents, letters, newspapers, secondary sources, etc.). When an oral history interview
places the experiences of an individual within the context of a historical period, it can help
illuminate both the individual’s experience as well as the historical period itself.
2.1. Example of good practice
20 years of free radio in Luxembourg (2012)
In the framework of the 20th anniversary of our radio station, we worked on two projects:
- Research and re-broadcasting of social and cultural relevant radio shows produced since
1992.
- "Radio ARA seen by…": Production of a series of portraits of people active in the radio in the
past and in the present. The focus in the choice of interviewees was put on: gender balance,
showing the multi-culturality of the radio and where these people come from, choosing
diﬀerent ages and pointing out the non-formal learning process that happens in a setting such
as a free radio.
Here is the link to the audio files:
http://podcast.ara.lu/blog/category/ara/20-joer-radio-aragraﬃti-20th-birthday/
2.2. Projects for the Grundtvig project “Oral History – Memory under construction”
In the framework of the Grundtvig project “Oral History – memory under construction” we are
producing a series titled “Youth Culture in Luxembourg since the 1950s”.
Youth culture is the way adolescents live, the norms, values, and practices they share. There
are several dominant theories about the emergence of youth culture in the 20th century. Youth
research has come to define youth through personal experience, especially in terms of an
individual's level of dependency, which can be marked in various ways according to diﬀerent
cultural perspectives. Regarding these aspects, we are cooperating with the University of
Luxembourg, especially with the Institute INSIDE - Integrative Research Unit on Social and
Individual Development.
While personal experiences are marked by individual's cultural norms or traditions, youth's
level of dependency refers to the extent to which they still rely on their family emotionally and
economically. Concerning these parts, we are interviewing contemporary witnesses. For our
project, we are questioning people with a diﬀerent sociocultural background of diﬀerent ages
and genders. The interviewees are interviewed about their youth in Luxembourg in a familiar
environment in an open conversation. In addition to the interviews with contemporary

witnesses and the scientifically based findings by the experts of the University of Luxembourg,
original historical recordings and authentic music will be included in the broadcasts.

Radio Corax bilateral visit in Luxembourg

PausuMedia
Location: Hendaye, Basque country
Internet page: http://www.pausumedia.com/
Radio frequency: Antxeta Irratia (90,5 or 89,7)

1. Presentation
The Basque Country, with three million people, lays in the area of two diﬀerent states; France
(the smallest part, with 10% of its population) and Spain.
PausuMedia association is the founder of Radio “Antxeta Irratia” (Radio Seagull), which was
established in 2011 and which broadcasts in the border area of the river mouth of the Bidasoa
River flowing into the Atlantic Ocean.
The radio was formed with three foundational axes in mind:
1. Creating a general radio with local area information in a border broadcast zone of the
Bidasoa river, between the towns of Irun and Hondarribia (Basque Country of Spain) and

Hendaye, Biriatou and Pausu (French Basque Country), where 120,000 people live in total.
2. Creating a community radio, following the values that this concept implies; giving voice to
those that can never access the media (immigrant, women, youth, repressed), defending
human rights and the right to communicate, working with the youth, promoting cooperation
projects and development education, as well as recovering our historical memory.
3. Creating a radio in Basque language. Basque is not the oﬃcial language in the territory in
which it is used. It needs to be supported and developed and exist on equal terms with the two
greater languages that surround it, Spanish and French.
Antxeta Irratia has four employees and 65 collaborators- programme creators. The studios are
located in Hendaye.
The radio outputs general programming 24 hours a day. Its live broadcasts begin at 6:30 am
and end at 11:00 pm.
2. Historical themes
Since its establishment in 2001, Antxeta Irratia has been developing programmes linked to the
recovery of historical memory. This line of intervention could be summarized in three
historical moments:
• Franco's fascist uprising. It has produced radio programmes on the shootings of
Republicans in Irun, as well as the burning of Irun before the advance of Franco's troops.
• The WWII. The Bidasoa River was a place of transit for people fleeing from Nazism through
Spain. More specifically, it has worked on the "Red Comet", a network that helped the fallen
allied airmen in occupied land to flee and return to the British soil. Several of the rebels of
the network were arrested by the Nazis and Franco supporters, they have been tortured and
some executed.
• The killings by para-political groups; the GAL, and other paramilitary groups, created by the
Spanish government to fight ETA with bombings and assassinations of Basque refugees in
the Basque Country of France. Irun, Hondarribia, Hendaye and Biriatou, locations where our
radio broadcasts, were places especially punished by the GAL. Overall, in this area, eight
people were killed, two injured, and two kidnapped.

training in Hannover, co-worker of Pausu Media is second from right

Radio Corax and history on air
Location: Halle (Saale), Germany
Internet page: http://959.radiocorax.de/
Radio frequency: 95,9 MHz fm
1. Presentation
Radio Corax is a non-commercial local radio station in Halle/Saale that has been broadcasting
since July the 1st 2000 with a twenty-four-hour seven-days-a-week license. But the association
holding the radio license – Corax e.V. - was founded in 1993, when a group of people
developed the idea to make radio instead of printed newspapers and magazines. They took the
idea of community radio existing in diﬀerent regions in Germany and discovered that there
was no existing media law in the state of Sachsen-Anhalt allowing the existence of community
radio stations. So they started a campaign to implement the third sector of community media
into the media law of Sachsen-Anhalt. After five years of lobbying and campaigning, the goal
was achieved and Corax e.V. could apply for a community radio license. Two years later Radio
Corax went on air and has been broadcasting until today without stopping. Today almost three
hundred volunteers are working at Radio Corax for their individual radio shows or for the
common radio programmes, either in teams or as single players. The programme consists of
daily actual magazines, special political social or environmental magazines, music shows of
any kind and radio art.

2. Historical themes
To deal with historical questions and topics in the programme seems to be a self-imposed task
for Radio Corax from the beginning. Mostly in terms of interviews and talks with experts, the
programmes reflected on the German role in European history mainly in the 19th and 20th
century. In diﬀerent history projects programmes focused for example on the remembrance of
victims of the national socialists and their biographies in the project
“Hörstolpersteine” (http://hoerstolpersteine.net/) or a group of pupils carried out a research
on the case of Belgium resistance fighters who were killed in Halle during World War II and
produced a radio feature about it.
A long time history project of Radio Corax was and is the so called “Wendefokus” (http://
wendefokus.de/). This is a radio talk serial dealing with oral history. The idea behind it is to
talk to people reflecting on the time of the change in Eastern Germany 1989/90, talking about
their individual experiences, memories and estimations and conclusions. The idea came up
when the 20th anniversary of the fall of the iron curtain and the peaceful revolution was

knocking on the door in 2009. The oﬃcial version of history seemed to be telling that the only
task of the people in the GDR was to bring down the system to get a unified Germany. But no
one asked about the visions and the utopias of people during the period of a falling system, a
falling country and the becoming of the unified Germany. In the program of “Wendefokus”, we
talked to people of diﬀerent social origin, age and political opinion; to people who were deeply
involved in the political opposition as well as to the representatives of the GDR and even to
the “normal GDR-citizens”. Since the beginning of the “Wendefokus”, we carried out more
than one hundred oral history talks as well as background and analysis interviews on the topic
of the change.
Projects for the Grundtvig project “Oral History – Memory under construction”
For the Grundtvig project, we used the 25th anniversary of the change to reproduce the
Wendefokus. We therefore interviewed more than 40 people who we haven’t had a chance to
interview before. During long conversations, we asked them about their reflections of the
changing time and their opinion about the remembrance these days. These interviews are
directly connected to the long-term project Wendefokus. To get personal reflections and
memories of the time of the change, we used the method of oral history. The project workshop
in Hannover about oral history enriched us with some helpful information for dealing with our
interviews. For our Bilateral visit, we took the idea of the “Wendefokus” to our project partners
in Slovenia, Radio Študent. Since Slovenia is a country with a similar socialistic past, we were
interested in the change of the political system of Yugoslavia in the 1990’s on the one hand
and in the separation and state building process on the other hand. We produced issues about
the historical facts, the development of the alternative culture in Ljubljana with the example of
Metelkova, as well as about the avant-garde of the Slovene contemporary art in the eighties
and nineties.

Coworkers of Radio Corax at bilateral visit in Luxembourg

3. Translations of Presentation of Radio Stations

Radio Oloron
Lieu: Oloron Ste Marie , France.
Page Internet: http://www.radiooloron.fr
Fréquences: 89,2 FM

1. Présentation:
Lorsque François Mitterrand donne l'autorisation en 1981 à des radio privées d’émettre en
France, les radios libres se multiplient , et entrent dans une logique concurrentielle. La plupart
des radios indépendantes disparaissent ou sont achetés par de grands groupes financiers.
Mais ce n’est pas la fin de l'histoire : quelques irréductibles et les amateurs de radio résistent
et continuent de rester indépendant, tout comme Radio Oloron.
Radio Oloron est une station de radio communautaire avec cinq employés et soixante
bénévoles en général. Elle a été fondée en février 1982 par une douzaine de volontaires, pour
la plupart des enseignants. C’est la première radio en Béarn, et la première radio libre. Au
début, les présentateurs étaient tous volontaires, et c’était les enseignants qui assuraient la
diﬀusion avant et après leur journée de travail, de telle sorte que la radio émettait le matin et
le soir. Maintenant, avec les nouvelles technologies, la radio émet 24h / 24 sur FM 89.2 ou au
www.radiooloron.fr.
Dans sa programmation, Radio Oloron oﬀre des tranches d'information locales et est sa force
aussi est d'annoncer de nombreux événements. Les émissions faites par les bénévoles sont
riches et variés : livres, la langue locale, la politique, l'environnement, scolaire , etc ... Les
programmes de musique sont très représentés et intergénérationnels ; ils vont du punk à
l'accordéon, de la techno au reggae, des années 40 au rap ... Bien que Radio Oloron couvre
une multitude d'événements, quatre domaines sont essentiels : la culture, les sports, la
langue et l'éducation locale.
C’est une radio de terrain . Tout au long de l'année, l'équipe de la radio fournit des
retransmissions en direct sur tout le territoire; par exemple le mercredi, une transmission est
faite par une dame de 93 ans. Un large éventail d'événements est couvert par la radio: Festival
de Jazz, le Forum Association, les vallées du Festival, les élections politiques, Hestiv'oc (en
partenariat avec d'autres radios), Réseau'lution (qui traite de l'environnement), les sports le
week-end , etc. . ...

Radio Oloron a également un rôle de formation ; elle accueille des stagiaires provenant de
collèges ou d’écoles de journalisme; la radio travaille également avec les écoles, sur l'aspect
technique des émissions radio , ou encore le montage d'un magazine. Les salariés ont
également aidé un collège (Lasseube) pour monter une web radio.
Le budget de l'association représente près de 100 000 euros en tout. Cela peut sembler
beaucoup, mais le montant nous permet de couvrir seulement les coûts de base de l'existence
de la radio. Quatre-vingt pour cent de ce budget provient du Fonds de soutien (avant ce était
un pourcentage prélevé sur les recettes publicitaires de la radio et de la télévision privée, mais
maintenant c’est une subvention du ministère de la Culture). Chaque année, Radio Oloron
doit donc présenter un dossier complet des actions eﬀectuées au cours de la dernière année
afin de recevoir ce fonds de soutien. Dans le même temps, la ville prévoit également une
subvention chaque année. Des publicités et des annonces occasionnelles contribuent
également à renforcer le budget.

2. thèmes historiques
Pendant des années, Radio Oloron a été l'écho de nombreux événements concernant les
grands événements historiques vécus dans la région (les grands de guerres, la guerre civile,
les camps Gurs, etc. ...). A cet eﬀet, la radio est associée à une multitude de partenaires pour
relayer les ondes d'événements en particulier depuis l'année dernière, lorsque nous avons
célébré le centenaire de la Première Guerre mondiale
MAIRIE : toute l'année, une collaboration étroite a lieu avec la municipalité et le service
patrimoine (la ville a été classé comme «Ville d'art et d'histoire» depuis des années). Elle
organise et prépare les activités de commémoration avec le soutien des associations locales.
La galerie REVOL accueille régulièrement des expositions retrançant , par exemple , le
parcours d’un ancien combattant.
CINEMA LE LUXOR : Radio Oloron a sa propre émission de cinéma , et les bénévoles qui s’
en occupent (y compris le directeur du cinéma) accueillent parfois des cinéastes qui ont traité
de la guerre dans leurs films. Le Luxor organise toute une série de films et de soirées spéciales
évoquant la guerre et la radio couvre ces événements.
COLLEGES ET LYCEES : les écoles participent à des cours sur l'histoire afin de participer à des
activités spécifiques au cours de l'année : le Collège des Cordeliers a mené une recherche sur
des Poilus à Oloron; une représentation scénique de quatre étudiants a mis en lumière la
commémoration du 11e Novembre 1918
ASSOCIATIONS : De nombreuses associations travaillent toute l'année pour célébrer et
honorer les anciens combattants ; TERRE DE MEMOIRE ET DE LUTTE propose des visites au
camp de Gurs, TRAIT-UNION organise des conférences, BIARN TOSTEMPS propose

régulièrement des programmes à la radio , LE SOUVENIR FRANÇAIS organise des
commémorations (8 mai 1945, le 11 Novembre 1918) ,LIVRE SANS FRONTIÈRES accueille des
auteurs qui écrivent sur les deux grandes guerres..
LA MEDIATHEQUE : Elle organise des conférences toute l'année avec des historiens et des
professeurs d'histoire; et met en place des expositions spéciales.
Oloron Ste Marie possède de très nombreux sites historiques ouverts au public , ainsi que des
musées (Tour de Grède, maison du patrimoine, etc. ...). La ville est chargée d'histoire et ses
trois quartiers historiques en sont la preuve.
PROJET GRUNDTVIG
Depuis Novembre 2013, divers employés et bénévoles de Radio Oloron participent au projet
GRUNDTVIG en visitant diﬀérentes radios européennes (Radio Student, Radio Flora, Radio
Athlone) pour assister à de nombreuses conférences sur la Mémoire Historique, et de
participer à diverses réunions en compagnie des radios partenaires. Radio Oloron aura pour
mission de préparer le MEETING final à Oloron Ste Marie du 7 au 10 mai 2015, en présence
des dix radios européennes.
Pour cette occasion, l'équipe de la radio va préparer une conférence sur la Deuxième Guerre
mondiale; les radios vont assister à une commémoration aux monuments aux morts (pour
célébrer le 8 mai 1945). Parmi les événements de ce MEETING , il y aura aussi une visite aux
camps de Gurs avec l'Association TML (de la Terre de mémoire et combattre).

Graﬃti, d'Jugendsendungen um Radio ARA
Standort: Rotondes de Bonnevoie, Luxembourg
IP Adresse: http://www.graﬃti.lu/, http://www.ara.lu/
Radio Frequenz: 102,9 and 105,2 MHz FM

1. Präsentation
1.1. Radio ARA und das Jugendprogramm "Graﬃti"!
Radio ARA ist Luxemburgs freies und alternatives Radio. Zahlreiche Bürger und Vereinigungen
beteiligen sich an der Gestaltung des Programms sowie an der Leitung des Radios.
Das Programm kennzeichnet sich durch folgende Aspekte:
originell: ständig etwas Neues entdecken
speziell: die Kombination von verschiedenen Stilen

multikulti: verschiedene Stimmen und Sprachen, Musik von hier und vom anderen Ende der
Welt.
Graﬃti ist das Jugendprogramm von Radio ARA. Graﬃti beinhaltet Radiosendungen von
Jugendlichen für Jugendliche. Jugendliche im Alter von 12 - 26 Jahren wird die Möglichkeit
geboten eigene Sendungen zu produzieren.
Wöchentlich bietet Graﬃti Jugendlichen eine Sendezeit von 15 Stunden, d.h. von Montags bis
Freitags von 14.00 bis 17.00 Uhr, auf den Frequenzen 102,9 und 105,2 MHz. Dabei stellt
Graﬃti eine Art Jugendhaus dar, in dem Reportagen, Interviews und vieles mehr über Antenne
ausgestrahlt werden.
Graﬃti bietet darüber hinaus Radio-Workshops für Schulen, Jugendhäuser und andere
pädagogisch/soziale Institutionen an.
1.2. Geschichte von Radio ARA und Graﬃti!
Radio ARA erhielt seine Sendelizenz im Jahr 1992. Das Sendernetz besteht aus einem
Hauptsender in Luxemburg-Stadt und mehreren Nebensendern welche übers Land verteilt
sind. Radio RadAU, ein Piratensender welcher während der zweiten Hälfte der 80erJahre von
Luxemburg-Stadt und vom Süden des Landes aus sendete, kann als einer der Motoren der
Radioliberalisierung in Luxemburg angesehen werden. Mehrere Leute von RadAU waren an
der Gründung von Radio ARA beteiligt.
Von Anfang an gab es eine rege Beteiligung von Luxemburgs internationaler Gemeinschaft.
Demnach war die Neugestaltung des Morgenprogramms im Jahr 2000 in englischer Sprache
unter dem Namen "ARACityradio" ein konsequenter Schritt in der Geschichte des Radios. Im
Jahr 2004 stellte Graﬃti, die Vereinigung welche für das nachmittägliche Jugendprogramm
verantwortlich ist, eine Sozialpädagogin ein, woraus eine neue Dynamik entstand: die
jugendlichen Reporter und DJ's konnten nunmehr professionell betreut werden und die
Zusammenarbeit mit anderen Vereinen, Initiativen und Jugendhäusern konnte intensiviert
werden.
Graﬃti, die Vereinigung ohne Gewinnzwecke (asbl: association sans but lucratif) entstand
Anfang 1993 mit der Zielsetzung, Jugendlichen den Zugang zum Medium Radio zu
ermöglichen. Graﬃti hat in den letzten Jahren seinen medienpädagogischen Bildungsauftrag
stetig erweitert.
2. Historische Themen
Das Konzept von Graﬃti im Umgang mit historischen Themen besteht in der Kombination
aus Zeitzeugenbefragungen (Oral History) und wissenschaftlichen Studien sowie der
Recherche von historischen Zeugnissen, z.B. Tondokumenten.
Die Zeitzeugenbefragung ist eine geschichtswissenschaftliche Methode und besteht aus
mündlichen Erinnerungsinterviews mit Beteiligten und Betroﬀenen historischer Prozesse, um
auf diese Weise Informationen über mündliche Überlieferungen, vergangene Tatsachen,
Ereignisse, Meinungen, Einstellungen, Werthaltungen oder Erfahrungen zu sammeln und
auszuwerten. Insbesondere Personen aus diversen Milieus sollen auf diese Weise ihre
Lebenswelt und Sichtweisen für die Nachwelt darstellen können.

Die Zeitzeugenbefragung kann nicht die wissenschaftliche Analyse von anderen historischen
Quellen (z.B. oﬃziellen Dokumenten, Briefen, Zeitungen, Sekundärquellen, etc.) ersetzen.
Wenn jedoch die Zeitzeugen-Interviews die Erfahrungen eines Individuums im Kontext einer
historischen Periode beinhalten und darstellen, kann durch diese Methodik sowohl die
individuelle Erfahrung des Zeitzeugen als auch die historische Periode selbst beleuchtet und
neue Erkenntnisse gewonnen werden.
2.1. Best practice Beispiele
20 Jahre Freies Radio in Luxemburg (2012)
Im Rahmen des 20. Geburtstagsjubiläums unserer Radiostation haben wir 2 historische
Projekte erarbeitet.
- Die Recherche und Wiederausstrahlung sozial und kulturell relevanter Radiosendungen,
welche seit der Gründung 1992 produziert worden sind.
- "Radio ARA seen by…": Produktion einer Portrait-Serie mit Personen, die in der
Vergangenheit oder Gegenwart aktiv im Radio mitgearbeitet haben. Der Fokus bei der Auswahl
der Interviewpartner wurde hierbei auf ein ausgeglichenes Alters- und Geschlechterverhältnis
und die Sichtbarmachung der Multikulturalität des Radios gelegt. Durch diese Serie sollte der
non-formale Bildungsprozess aufgezeigt werden, der in der Arbeit in einem freien Radio
vermittelt wird.
Hier der Link zu den Podcasts:
http://podcast.ara.lu/blog/category/ara/20-joer-radio-aragraﬃti-20th-birthday/
2.2. Projekt für das Grundtvig-Projekt “Oral History – Memory under construction”
Im Rahmen des Grundtvig-Projekts “Oral History – memory under construction“ wird eine
Serie unter dem Titel “Jugendkultur in Luxemburg seit den 1950ern” produziert.
Als Jugendkultur werden die kulturellen Aktivitäten und Stile von Jugendlichen innerhalb einer
gemeinsamen Kulturszene bezeichnet. Wirft man einen historischen Blick auf die
jugendkulturelle Forschung, so findet man im 20. Jahrhundert verschiedene Theorien und
Forschungsansätze. Die Jugend kann auf verschiedene Arten betrachtet werden, zum einen
bezeichnet der Begriﬀ eine Phase im Leben eines Individuums und zum anderen wird damit
eine eigenständige Gruppe von Menschen erfasst. Je nach Auﬀassung kann man zur
Eingrenzung der Lebensphase heute bestimmte Alterswerte oder aber eine Definition anhand
von qualitativen Merkmalen vornehmen. Zur Klärung dieser Fragen und Aspekte arbeiten wir
mit der Universität Luxemburg, insbesondere mit dem Institut INSIDE - Integrative Research
Unit on Social and Individual Development, zusammen.
Bei der Bestimmung, was Jugend eigentlich sei, lassen sich im Kern drei Herangehensweisen
unterscheiden: Gruppierung nach Altersstufen, sozio-psycho-biologische Gruppierung und
subjektive Einschätzung. Während persönliche Erfahrungen durch kulturelle Normen und
Traditionen beeinflusst werden, sind die einzelnen Jugendphasen gekennzeichnet durch den
Grad der Abhängigkeit eines Jugendlichen von seiner Familie, sowohl emotional als auch
finanziell.
Unser Projekt besteht aus der Befragung von Zeitzeugen mit unterschiedlichen
soziokulturellen Hintergründen, aus verschiedenen Altersgruppen und Geschlechtern. Die

Zeitzeugen werden in einem oﬀenen Gespräch in einer vertrauten Umgebung über ihre
Jugend in Luxemburg befragt.
Neben den Interviews mit Zeitzeugen und den wissenschaftlich fundierten Erkenntnissen der
Experten der Universität Luxemburg werden historische Tondokumente und authentische
Musik Teil der Sendungen sein.

Radio Kärnan
Plats: Helsinborg, Sweden
Internet adress: http://www.radiokarnan.se/
Radio frekvens: 99,2 Mhz and 104,9 Mhz

1. Historia
Helsingborg Närradio börjar 1979 med 15 olika medlemsföreningar , politiska partier,
idrottsföreningar och religiösa sammanslutningar. Community Radio "Närradio" grundades i
Sverige det året, och anledningen till att införa närradion var att vi ville ge föreningar runt om i
landet en chans att sprida sina åsikter. Det var inte längre bara reserverat för den Sveriges
Radio att sända, utan många föreningar fick chansen att sprida sitt budskap till folket.
En närradioförening bildades som har tillstånd att äga en sändare, tillstånd till en frekvens
och ta hand om praktiska saker som musik rapportering, kommunikation mellan studior och
all gemensam teknisk utrustning. Numera är föreningen också ansvarig för fördelningen av
sändningsstider mellan organisationerna, som tidigare hanterats av myndigheterna.
Organisationen av föreningen är mycket demokratiskt, eftersom var och en av de sändande
organisationerna har en röst. Detta förhindrar en stor organisation för att härska över de
andra.
Alla organisationer har möjlighet att själva få ett sändningstillstånd från PTS tillståndet är
privat för varje organisation och gör radiosändningar lagliga. Varje sändande organisationen
har sitt eget ansvar för korrekt programminnehåll enligt lagen om det fria ordet i sändning
samt följa reglerna för pressetik från NRO för sändning.
Under 2004 behövdes en organisation för att sända under den lediga tiden på frekvensen och
att samarbeta med Höganäs närradio.
Det är därför som Radio Kärnan började fylla upp de tysta timmarna i gemenskapen
Helsingborgs Närradio. Och nu, efter tio år, har vi en många timmar med olika
programinnehåll i Helsingborg samt Höganäs.
Vi sänder över FM på 99,2 i Helsingborg, över 104,9 i Höganäs, samt via Internet live stream

2. Historiskt thema
Goda exempel på rapportering av historiska minnen kan höras i vår fredag show varje vecka.
För åtta år sedan började vi hänvisa till människors minnen så långt tillbaka som människor
kan minnas och de uppmanades att dela sina berättelser med oss. Speciellt en man född 1913
gav oss många svar, men också en hel del fler frågor.
Vi började undersöka vad som egentligen hände under åren 1930 -1945, vad svenska folket
gjorde mot fascismen i Spanien och Tyskland, och hur har de reagerar på de anklagelser som
förekom om att inte göra någonting. Till exempel Danmark och Norge anklagade Sverige för
att inte ha gjort någonting.
Vi började undersöka historiskt, med att jämföra fackföreningars arkiv och politiska fakta tex
med arkiv från Syndikalistiska fackföreningen för arbetstagare.
För att ta reda på sanningen, försökte vi att få tillgång till arkivet för den norska polisen och
danska krigsarkiv. Alla arkiv rörande krigspolitik aktiviteten i Norge och Danmark är stängda
tills 2057. De är inte ens öppen för universitetsstuderande. Det för oss tillbaka till att studera
ämnet bara från egen erfarenhet, ute på fältet, från människor som levde under den tiden
samt från böcker som behandlar detta ämne. Den huvudsakliga ämnet för oss var att ta reda
på om svenskarna bara satt på rumpan och lät någon annan ta upp kampen i stället för dem.
Sedan vi kom med i detta EU-projekt "Forgotten Memory", fann vi att många människor
startade en riktigt stark kamp mot fascismen, i alla olika former. Men även idag ser vi att
fascismen tar en stor plats i den moderna politiken och historien upprepar sig 2014 efter den
gamla goda fascistiska princip; söndra och härska.
Var inte rädd för att fråga och söka i det förflutna
När vi började titta in vårt projekt, trodde vi aldrig att en så stor del av vår historia inte var
tillgängliga i form av dokument. Men vi hade turen att människor i en ålder av 85-99 år har en
tydlig minne och har även varit inblandad i politiken som till exempel sekreterare i
huvudregeringspartiet under åren 1928 -1945.
Vi tar tillfället i akt att lyssna på deras berättelser och detta ger en ny förståelse av den svenska
neutraliteten i den europeiska historien om den tiden.
Vi har för tillfället fyra timmar material dokumenteras på band.
Vi fick även tag i en del av inspelningarna som visar vad sändes till svenska folket som
propaganda. Jämföra detta med unionen och andra som arbetade mot fascismen, fann vi att
sanningen är att politiken aldrig kommer att ge någon exakt svar på varför vi inte gjorde något
för att förhindra det. De hindrar oss bara från att ta reda på sanningen.

Vi planerade att ha minst sex program av 30 minuter långa med intervjuer och sedan fem
kortare, ca 15 minuter långa.

Radiofabrik, das Freie Radio in Salzburg. Gut zu hören.
Standort: Salzburg, Österreich
IP Adresse: http://www.radiofabrik.at/
Radio Frequenz: 107,5 Mhz or 97,3 Mhz or 98,6 Mhz

1. Präsentation
Unser Leitbild:
Wir sind Salzburgs werbefreies Lokalradio. Alle können mitmachen! Das bringt
Meinungsvielfalt quer durch alle Generationen, Kulturen und sozialen Gruppen. Und ein
Musikprogramm abseits des Mainstream.
Wer sind wir?
Wir verstehen uns als Community:
•
•
•

SendungsmacherInnen gestalten Programm. Eigeninitiativ, selbstverantwortlich und
unentgeltlich.
Ein angestelltes Team sorgt für Infrastruktur, Finanzen, Ausbildung und sichert den
Organisations- und Programmablauf.
Wir alle sind im gemeinnützigen Verein „Freier Rundfunk Salzburg“ als Träger und
Herausgeber organisiert.

Was tun wir?
Wir gestalten Programm:
•
•

Als oﬀenes und lebendiges BürgerInnenradio bieten wir Interessierten eine Plattform,
um ihre Inhalte zu publizieren.
Eine eigene Redaktion sorgt für kontinuierliche lokale Berichterstattung. Im Zentrum
stehen Themen der Zivilgesellschaft und lokales Kultur- und Musikschaﬀen.

Wir vermitteln Medienkompetenz:
•
•

Wir sind eine oﬀene Aus- und Weiterbildungsstätte für RadiomacherInnen.
Wir entwickeln medienpädagogische Angebote und geben radio-journalistisches Know
How weiter.

Wir machen Projekte:
•

Wir haben langjährige Erfahrung mit lokalen, nationalen und internationalen
Medienprojekten. Mit diesen aktivieren wir Gruppen, leisten Innovationsarbeit und
beteiligen uns an medienpolitischen Entwicklungen.

Was ist uns wichtig?
Wir orientieren uns an folgenden Werten:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oﬀener Zugang. Bei uns kann jede und jeder Radio machen, besonders jene, die in
anderen Medien unterrepräsentiert sind.
Freie Meinungsäußerung. RadiomacherInnen arbeiten eigenverantwortlich und
unzensiert. Nicht erlaubt sind sexistische, rassistische, gewaltverherrlichende und
demokratiefeindliche Inhalte, religiöse Propaganda und kommerzielle Werbung.
Vielfalt. Unsere Community und unser Programm spiegeln die gesellschaftliche und
sprachliche Vielfalt Salzburgs wider.
Unabhängigkeit. Wir sind unabhängig von staatlichen, kommerziellen und religiösen
Institutionen und politischen Parteien.
Gesellschaftliches Engagement. Mit unserer Arbeit fördern wir Selbstbestimmung,
Solidarität und Emanzipation und wenden uns gegen jede Form der Diskriminierung.
Qualität. Wir entwickeln uns weiter durch Fortbildung und Feedback-Kultur.
Gute Arbeitsbedingungen. Mit klarer Leistungsanforderung bei fairer Bezahlung von
Angestellten stellen wir uns gegen die zunehmende Prekarisierung von
Arbeitsverhältnissen.

Wie finanzieren wir uns?
Wir arbeiten nicht profitorientiert und finanzieren uns durch:
• Eigenwirtschaftliche Tätigkeit des Betriebs, zum Beispiel Projektentwicklung und
Ausbildungstätigkeit.
• Öﬀentliche Förderungen, das sind nationale Rundfunkgebühren und Kulturförderung
von Stadt und Land Salzburg.
• Spenden, Sponsoring und Eigenleistungen in Form von Mitgliedsbeiträgen und
ehrenamtlicher Tätigkeit.
Geschichte:
Aus dem Gründerkreis der Radiofabrik waren einige – wie der spätere Geschäftsführer
Wolfgang Hirner – schon 1992 mit einem illegalen Piratenradio (Radio Bongo 500) auf
Sendung.

Die Radiofabrik ging unmittelbar nach dem Fall des österreichischen Rundfunkmonopols im
Jahr 1998 als zweites österreichisches Freies Radio on air (nach Radio Helsinki 1995 in Graz),
wenn auch nur als fünfstündiges Sendefenster beim kommerziellen Anbieter Radio Arabella.
Der tägliche Sendebetrieb wurde im Januar 2002 in Anbietergemeinschaft mit der
Objektwerbung GmbH aufgenommen. Nach finanziellen Schwierigkeiten stellte der
kommerzielle Partner im Oktober 2003 den moderierten Radiobetrieb ein, worauf die
Radiofabrik die Volllizenz erhielt.
Heute senden auf den Frequenzen 107,5 MHz, 97,3 MHz und im Kabel 98,6 MHz mehr als
300 ehrenamtliche Produzenten mit 160 Sendereihen rund um die Uhr.
Wurde der Sender in den Anfangszeiten noch aus einem Container-Studio betrieben, so steht
seit 2005 eine professionelle Infrastruktur zur Verfügung. Büro, Studio, Produktions- und
Workshop-Raum sind im größten autonomen Kulturzentrum Westösterreichs, der ARGEkultur
Salzburg, untergebracht.
Im Februar 2009 startete die Radiofabrik eine Kampagne zur Einführung von
Gebührensplitting im Bundesland Salzburg.
Im April 2011 verlängerte die KommAustria die Lizenz des Senders um weitere zehn Jahre bis
2021.

2. Historische Thema
Drei Beispiele für Sendereihen zum Thema historische Erinnerung auf der Radiofabrik
Niemals vergessen – ein Hörmahnmal (2008/09).
Das Projekt „Niemals Vergessen – Ein Hörmahnmal“ wurde von der Radiofabrik Salzburg und
Radio Corax in Halle/Saale in Zusammenarbeit mit informellen Partnern durchgeführt.
Wesentlicher Bestandteil des Projekts ist eine Klanginstallation (Hörmahnmal), die von
Zoltan Pap künstlerisch gestaltet wurde eine Audioinstallation beinhalten wird und am
Schwarzgrabenweg in Salzburg aufgestellt wurde. Der Klang ist bei Annäherung nur aus einem
der entsprechend positionierten Lautsprecher hörbar. Für die Audioinstallation wurde bereits
die mit dem Eduard-Ploier-Preis für Erwachsenenbildung ausgezeichnete Radiosendung „Das
„Zigeunerlager“ Maxglan – Vorhof zur Hölle“, die in Zusammenarbeit mit Schülerinnen
realisiert wurde, verwendet.
In Salzburg wurden ab dem Jahre 1939 durchziehende „Zigeuner“ auf einem schon
bestehenden Sammelplatz zusammengefasst. 1940 wurden diese Roma und Sinti in die Ställe
der Rennbahn in Salzburg-Aigen einquartiert. Gleichzeitig mussten sie an der Errichtung eines

größeren und besser eingezäunten Lagers in Leopoldskron-Moos arbeiten. Dieses wurde KZähnlich geführt, ca. 300 Eingesperrte wurden zur Zwangsarbeit gezwungen. Ende März/
Anfang April 1943 erfolgte die Räumung des Lagers, der Großteil der Insassen wurde nach
Auschwitz-Birkenau transportiert. Ein kleinerer Teil kam in das Sammellager Lackenbach, einer
Durchgangsstation der nationalsozialistischen Vernichtungs-Maschinerie. Die Namen von 230
der vom Lager Maxglan aus deportieren Roma und Sinti konnte der Salzburger Historiker Gert
Kerschbaumer ermitteln.
Das Hörmahnmal erinnert an genau diese Menschen und gibt ihnen Ihre Namen zurück, den
die SchülerInnen verlesen die Namen, Geburts- und Sterbedaten, die im Sammellager
Maxglan der nationalsozialistischen Maschinerie zum Opfer fielen.
http://www.hoermahnmal.eu

Hörstolpersteine
Stolpersteine sind mit Namen, Geburts- und Sterbedaten versehene Messingtafeln, die vor
dem letzten selbstgewählten Wohnort von Opfern des Nationalsozialimus verlegt werden. In
10 Ländern Europas finden sich diese Gedenksteine nach einer Idee von Gunter Demnig. Über
34.000 Stolpersteine wurden bereits in Straßen und Gehsteigen eingelassen um die
Erinnerung an die Menschen, die dort wohnten wach und lebendig zu halten. Denn
„Ein Mensch ist erst vergessen, wenn sein Name vergessen ist.“
(Talmud)
Die “Hörstolpersteine” fügen diesem „größten dezentralen Denkmal der Welt“ (arte) eine
akustische Dimension hinzu: Sechs Freie Radios in Deutschland und Österreich produzieren
60 Kurzsendungen, die das Leben der Menschen, die zu Opfern wurden, für das Radio
aufbereiten. Ähnlich den Stolpersteinen auf der Straße tauchen Kurzbiographien unverhoﬀt in
den Radioprogrammen auf und sollen irritieren, aufmerksam machen und die Geschichten der
Opfer bewahren.
Auf diesem Blog finden Sie diese Hörstolpersteine und 12 längere Sendungen, zum
Nachhören und kostenfreiem Download.
Hörstolpersteine. Stolpern mit Kopf, Herz und Gehör – gegen das Vergessen
Die Hörstolpersteine sind eine Kooperation von: Radiofabrik (Salzburg), FSK (Hamburg),
Radio Corax (Halle an der Saale), Radio F.R.E.I. (Erfurt) Radio FRO (Linz), Radio Z (Nürnberg)
unterstützt durch das Programm “Europe for Citizens” der EU, die Österreichische Rundfunkund Telekom Regulierungs GmbH und den Nationalfonds der Republik Österreich für Opfer
des Nationalsozialismus.

http://hoerstolpersteine.net

Stimmen aus den Schützengräben – Zeugnisse von den Fronten des Ersten Weltkrieges
Anlässlich 100 Jahre seit Beginns des Ersten Weltrkieges.
Die Sendereihe "Stimmen aus den Schützengräben" erinnert an die Soldaten, die vor 100
Jahren im Ersten Weltkrieg gekämpft haben. Wir sprechen aber nicht ÜBERsie, sondern lassen
sie selbst zu Wort kommen: In Briefen und Tagebucheinträgen, aber auch in literarischen
Texten und in alten Original-Tonaufnahmen. Zu Wort kommen Soldaten, die in verschiedenen
Uniformen und an unterschiedlichen Fronten gekämpft haben: Österreicher, Italiener,
Deutsche, Franzosen, Engländer.
Sie erzählen uns ein Stück ihrer eigenen Geschichte und gemeinsam sind sie ein Teil unserer
Geschichte. Jede Sendung dauert ungefähr 10 Minuten. Die Quellen sind vermischt und alle
Texte und Zeugnisse sind in ihrer Originalsprache zu hören. Die Soldaten stehen sich als
Feinde mit verschiedenen Sprachen und Kulturen gegenüber, aber sie leiden unter dem
gleichen Hunger, der gleichen Kälte, dem gleichen Elend.
Die 20teilige Reihe wird durch einen inhaltsreichen Blog ergänzt, auf dem auch alle
Sendungen nachgehört werden können: http://blog.radiofabrik.at/stimmen/
Im Rahmen der gegenständlichen Lernpartnerschaft beschäftigen wir uns in der Radiofabrik
mit Migrationsgeschichte.
Je zwei Sendungen zu Arbeitsmigration, Fluchmigration und Notreisende werden dazu
gestaltet.

Radio Flora
Standort: Hannover, Germany
IP Adresse: http://www.radioflora.de/
Radio Frequenz: http://www.radioflora.de/ (Web radio)

1. Präsentation
In Niedersachsen wurde 1993 als dritte Säule der Rundfunklandschaft – neben öﬀentlich-rechtlichem
und privatem – der so genannte Bürgerrundfunk etabliert. Rund 20 RadiofreundInnen, vor allem AntiAKW-AktivistInnen um den inzwischen verstorbenen Petja Wundenberg, gründeten im Mai 1993 den
Verein „Freundeskreis Lokalradio“ abgekürzt „radio flora“.

Im Widerstand gegen das Atommülllager im Wendland /Niedersachsen war in den frühen 1980er
Jahren das „Freie Radio Wendland“ ins Leben gerufen worden, was ein wichtiger Bezugspunkt für die
Gründung von radio flora war. Angesichts einer weitgehend homogenen und monopolisierten
Presselandschaft meinten die Beteiligten, dass die Schaﬀung von Gegenöﬀentlichkeit dringend
notwendig sei, und zwar nicht nur in den Bereichen Ökologie und Atomkraft, sondern in allen
gesellschaftlichen Themen- und Konfliktfeldern. Zugleich sollte das Radio demokratisch organisiert
und von den RadiomacherInnen selber kontrolliert werden. Die Radio-AktivistInnen orientierten sich
weitgehend an der „Mutter“ der freien Radios in Deutschland: Radio Dreyeckland, dem ersten Freien
Radio mit Sitz in Freiburg, das entstanden war im Juni 1977 als grenzüberschreitender – zunächst
illegaler – Radiosender im Kampf gegen drei geplante Atommeiler im Länderdreieck Deutschland,
Frankreich, Schweiz.
Der Freundeskreis Lokalradio Hannover – radio flora organisierte 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996 zunächst
Veranstaltungsfunk zu unterschiedlichen Anlässen in der Stadt, damit wurden die organisatorischen
und technischen Voraussetzungen für den geplanten Radiobetrieb erprobt und Dutzende von
Interessierten lernten das Radiomachen: vom Recherchieren, über das Schreiben von Texten, das
Anfertigen und Schneiden von Interviews bis zum Sprechtraining. Auch mit der Medienpolitik setzte
man sich auseinander. Trotz zum Teil recht unterschiedlicher Interessen schlossen sich im Frühjahr
1995 drei Hannoveraner Radioinitiativen –radio flora, La Mouche und Open Air – zusammen. Im
„Freundeskreis Lokalradio Hannover e.V.“ wurde ein Redaktionsstatut erarbeitet, das als Grundlage der
gemeinsamen Arbeit diente, und es bildeten sich Arbeitsgruppen sowie die ersten Redaktionen.
Wichtigstes Entscheidungsgremium wurde das Radioplenum – die Vollversammlung aller im Radio
Aktiven. Die Radioinitiative entwickelt sich zu einem der größten selbst organisierten Arbeits- und
Bildungsprojekte der Region Hannover.
Zur Unterstützung der Öﬀentlichkeitsarbeit wurde ab April 1995 die Zeitung „Megahertz“
herausgegeben. Dann wurde unter dem Namen „Freundeskreis Lokalradio Hannover e.V.“ bei der
Niedersächsischen Landesmedienanstalt die Erteilung der Lizenz für Nicht-Kommerziellen Lokalfunk
in Hannover und Umgebung beantragt. Der Verein konnte sich gegen drei weitere Bewerber
durchsetzen. Am 10. September 1996 erteilte die Landesmedienanstalt die Sendelizenz für einen
fünfjährigen Bürgerfunk-Modellversuch in sechs niedersächsischen Städten, darunter Hannover. Am
21. Juni 1997 ging das nichtkommerzielle Lokalradio „Flora“ auf Sendung. Ziel war es vor allem, denen
eine Stimme zu geben, die sonst in den Medien nicht zu Wort kommen.
Trotz der zunächst relativ großzügigen finanziellen Ausstattung von radio flora durch Gelder der
Niedersächsischen Landesmedienanstalt, fühlte sich unser neues Radio den Grundsätzen der freien
Radios verpflichtet. Allerdings war die politische Meinungsvielfalt unter den 12 bezahlten und ca. 200
ehrenamtlichen MitarbeiterInnen recht breit, was des Öfteren zu Auseinandersetzungen um die
Konzeption des Radios führte, die besonders während des Jugoslawienkrieges oﬀen ausbrachen. Es
ging damals um die Frage, ob radio flora sich eindeutig gegen die Kriegspolitik der Regierung von SPD
und Grünen positionieren solle oder journalistisch „neutral und objektiv“ die Pro- und KontraPositionen zum Krieg verbreiten solle. Ein weiterer ständiger Konflikt betraf die Organisation des
Radios. Entgegen dem ursprünglichen basisdemokratischen Konzept mit gleichen Rechten aller im
Radio Aktiven kam es im laufenden Radiobetrieb zu unterschiedlichen Vorstellungen über die Rolle der
bezahlten MitarbeiterInnen gegenüber den ehrenamtlichen.
Im Juni 2006 - das politische

Kräfteverhältnis im Land Niedersachsen hatte sich zugunsten der Konservativen verschoben – begann
die Landesmedienanstalt unter dem Einfluss der Landesregierung mit einem Kleinkrieg gegen radio
flora. Zunächst kritisierte sie in einer öﬀentlichen Stellungnahme generell das Konzept von radio flora
als zu sprachlastig. Im November 2008 veröﬀentlichte sie dann die Ergebnisse einer umstrittenen
Telefonumfrage, derzufolge radio flora nicht über genügend HörerInnen verfüge. Gefordert wurde eine
Sendestrukturreform bei radio flora. Das Programm sollte „für den deutschsprachigen
Durchschnittshörer“ gefälliger werden. Das bezog sich sowohl auf die Wort- wie auch die
Musiksendungen und richtete sich besonders gegen die zahlreichen Sendungen in anderen Sprachen.
In unseren Hochzeiten gab es Sendungen in 15 verschiedene Sprachen, von albanisch bis tamil, die
gemäß unserem Konzept auch zu Hauptsendezeiten ausgestrahlt wurden. Dies, so die
Landesmedienanstalt, schrecke angeblich „den normalen Hörer“ ab.
Außerdem sollten die internen Strukturen des Radios „eindeutiger“ werden, d.h. auch die nicht immer
konfliktfreie basisdemokratische Verfasstheit des Radios sollte in Richtung eines hierarchischen
Chefradios verändert werden. Im Hintergrund stand dabei immer die Drohung mit dem Lizenzentzug.
Bei radio flora wurde ein neuer Vereinsvorstand gewählt worden, der alle Strömungen im Radio
repräsentierte. In den folgenden Monaten stellte die Landesmedienanstalt immer neue Bedingungen
auf, die radio flora noch zu erfüllen habe und alle abgearbeitet wurden. Darüber hinaus konnten über
hundert neue Mitglieder gewonnen und Tausende von UnterstützerInnenunterschriften gesammelt
werden. Es nutzte aber nichts: Durch den äußeren Druck und die Widersprüche im Radio selbst kam
es schließlich 2008 im Vorfeld der Lizenzverlängerung zur „Kern-Spaltung“: Ein Teil der
RadiomacherInnen gründete eine gemeinnützige Gesellschaft, die »106,5 Rundfunkgesellschaft« und
radio flora in Hannover, mit 200 ehrenamtlichen MitarbeiterInnen und 600 Vereins-Mitgliedern das
größte Bürgerradio Niedersachsens, musste den Sendebetrieb am 31. März 2009 einstellen.

Die Niedersächsische Landesmedienanstalt vergab die Lizenz samt Frequenz an die „106,5
Rundfunkgesellschaft“, an Leute, die der Werbewirtschaft näher stehen. Oﬃzielle Begründung der
Landesmedienanstalt: radio flora fühle sich zu sehr dem Konzept der Freien Radios verpflichtet, habe
eine undurchsichtige Struktur und berücksichtige unzureichend die Meinungen »aus dem
wirtschaftlich-unternehmerischen Bereich«.

Nach dem Entzug der UKW-Lizenz existierte der Verein „Freundeskreis Lokalradio Hannover e.V.“
jedoch weiter. Wir mussten zwar das Funkhaus räumen, einen Großteil des vom Staat bezahlten
Equipments zurückgeben, behielten allerdings einige wichtige Gerätschaften – u.a. unseren Ü-Wagen und setzten dank unserer findungsreichen und unermüdlichen TechnikerInnen ohne Unterbrechung
unsere Sendungen fort, ab dem 1. April 2009 00:00 Uhr im Internet.

Heute hat der Freundeskreis Lokalradio Hannover e.V. 230 Mitglieder, einmal jährlich gibt es eine
Mitgliederversammlung. Etwa 100 Ehrenamtliche gestalten 60 Sendungen, darunter 8 nichtdeutschsprachige Sendungen, 30 Musiksendungen, politische und Kulturmagazine, Call-in-Sendungen,
zwei Frauensendeplätze und es gibt ein Programm über die Situation und Forderungen von Refugees
vom Protestcamp in Hannover. Bei radio flora arbeitet nur ein bezahlter Mitarbeiter: Ulrich, der für
wenig Geld tägliche Büro-, Verwaltungs- und Koordinationsaufgaben erledigt. Der Ü-Wagen ist
gelegentlich bei Veranstaltungsfunk im Einsatz, wie anlässlich der Proteste gegen den alljährlichen
Naziaufmarsch in Bad Nenndorf oder am 1. Mai und auf open-air-Musikfestivals.
Zu hören
ist radio flora im Internet-livestream unter www.radioflora.de., gezählt werden etwa 100.000
monatliche Zugriﬀe auf den Livestream und noch mehr monatliche Zugriﬀe auf die homepage
(Podcasts). radio flora ist Mitglied von AMARC, vom Zusammenschluss deutschsprachiger Freier
Radios – BFR und beteiligt sich als Kooperationspartner mit verschiedenen Organisationen an
politischen und kulturellen Veranstaltungen in der Region Hannover.

radio flora nimmt als eines von 11 europäischen community-Radios an der GrundtvigLernpartnerschaft „memory under construction – giving voice to forgotten memory – construyendo
memoria – dando la palabra a l@s olvidad@s de la historia“ teil. Es wurden in diesem Rahmen
geschichtliche Radiobeiträge erstellt zu folgenden Themen:
• 100 Jahre 1. Weltkrieg und die Verbrechen hannoverscher Truppen in Belgien

Der Erste Weltkrieg war „Urkatastrophe des 20. Jahrhunderts“, wie der Historiker George F. Kennan
schrieb. Der Krieg war jahrelang vorbreitet worden und Deutschland trug eine wesentliche
Verantwortung für diesen ersten industrialisierten Krieg, in den die gesamte Bevölkerung einbezogen
wurde. In der Sendung geht es um die Ursachen des Ersten Weltkrieges, die aktuellen Diskussionen in
Deutschland zur Verantwortung der deutschen Eliten für diesen Krieg und um den Heldenkult um den
hannoveraner General Otto von Emmich, verantwortlich für schwere Verbrechen gegen die belgische
Zivilbevölkerung bereits in den ersten Kriegstagen. Dennoch tragen noch heute ein zentraler Platz und
eine Militärkaserne in Hannover seinen Namen. Gesendet am 21.08.2014:
http://www.radioflora.de/contao/index.php/Beitrag/items/der-erste-weltkrieg-urkatastrophe-des-20jahrhunderts-ein-radioessay.html
• Vernichtung Gernikas durch die Legion Cóndor und die Rolle des Fliegerhorstes Wunstorf
Am 26. April 1937 wurde die baskische Stadt Gernika / Guernica durch deutsche Kampﬄieger der
Legion Condor während des Spanischen (Bürger-) Krieges fast vollständig zerstört. Dieses Verbrechen
gegen die Zivilbevölkerung einer unverteidigten Stadt löste weltweit Entsetzen aus. Pablo Picasso
malte unter dem Eindruck der Vernichtung sein wohl bekanntestes Bild, „Guernica“, und machte
diesen Namen bis heute zum Symbol für faschistischen Terror und die Schrecken des Luftkrieges. Ein
Teil der Täter, die in Spanien einen Militärputsch gegen die gewählte republikanische Regierung
unterstützten, waren auf den Fliegerhorsten Langenhagen, Wunstorf und Delmenhorst ausgebildet
worden. Im Radiofeature werden Geschichte und militärische Folgen der Vernichtung Gernikas
rekonstruiert. Es geht auch um die langjährige Vertuschung eines Kriegsverbrechens in Deutschland.
http://www.radioflora.de/contao/index.php/Beitrag/items/die-vernichtung-von-guernica-gernikaam-26-april-1937.html
• Frauen-KZ auf dem Werksgelände der Continental AG und Wirken des Arbeitskreises „Ein Mahnmal
für das Frauen KZ Limmer“
Im 2. WK wurden die als Soldaten eingezogenen Arbeiter auch bei der Reifenfabrik Continental in
Hannover durch ausländische ZwangsarbeiterInnen aus den von Deutschland besetzten Ländern
ersetzt. Ab Mitte 1944 stellte die SS den Conti-Werken vorwiegend weibliche französische und
polnische KZ-Häftlinge als Arbeitskräfte zur Verfügung. Anfang 1945 waren im werkseigenen KZ auf
dem Gelände der Continental-Werke 1011 weibliche Häftlinge untergebracht. Die Frauen mussten in
zwölfstündigen Tag- und Nachtschichten schwere Arbeit am Fließband leisten. Die Continental-AG hat
bis heute keinerlei Verantwortung für die Ausbeutung und Misshandlung dieser Frauen übernommen.
Seit dem Jahr 1987 gibt es eine Bronzetafel, die an das ehemalige Frauen-KZ erinnert, und ein
Arbeitskreis setzt sich seit 2008 für ein würdiges Mahnmal ein.
http://www.radioflora.de/contao/index.php/Beitrag/items/das-ehemalige-frauen-kz-auf-demwerksgelaende-der-continental-ag-und-der-arbeitskreis-ein-mahnmal-fuer-das-frauen-kz-limmer.html
• Widerständiger Alltag antifaschistischer Frauen in Hannover in der NS- Zeit
Der Widerstand von Frauen im nationalsozialistischen Deutschland wurde von der
Geschichtsforschung vielfach vernachlässigt und gesellschaftlich ignoriert. In Interviews mit
antifaschistischen Frauen wird die wichtige und z.T. lebensrettende Rolle von Frauen im Widerstand,
verbunden mit ihrem Alltagsleben, deutlich. Sie zeigen aber auch die Widersprüchlichkeit des
„weiblichen Lebenszusammenhangs“. http://www.radioflora.de/contao/index.php/Beitrag/items/
widerstaendiger-alltag-antifaschistischer-frauen-in-hannover-in-der-ns-zeit.html

• Geschichte des so genannten Radikalenerlasses und Forderungen der von Berufsverboten
Betroﬀenen heute
Der so genannte Radikalenerlass von 1972 führte in Deutschland zu einer Jagd auf vermeintliche
„Verfassungsfeinde“ – LehrerInnen, Lokführer, Briefträger und andere Beschäftigte des Öﬀentlichen
Dienstes. 3,5 Millionen Menschen wurden durch den Inlandsgeheimdienst „Verfassungsschutz“
bespitzelt und überprüft. Es gab 11 000 Berufsverbotsverfahren, etwa 1500 Menschen verloren durch
Berufsverbote ihre materielle Existenz. Das bereits im Vorfeld durch Geheimdienstexperten diskutierte
Ziel war die massive politische Einschüchterung kritischer, engagierter Leute. In der Sendung kommen
von Berufsverboten Betroﬀene zu Wort und es geht um die Frage, ob der niedersächsische Landtag
bereit ist, sich diesem düsteren Kapitel westdeutscher Geschichte zu stellen. Gesendet 29.09.2014:
http://www.radioflora.de/contao/index.php/Beitrag/items/berufsverbote-in-den-1970er-und-80erjahren-der-niedersaechsische-landtag-stellt-sich-der-geschichte.html
• Szenische Lesung von Auszügen aus Tagebuchaufzeichnungen von Jo Mihaly
Es geht um die Aufzeichnungen eines Mädchens, das von 1914 – 1918 auf Wunsch der Mutter
Tagebuch geschrieben hat. Das Mädchen war zu Beginn des 1. Weltkrieges 12 Jahre alt – zum Ende
entsprechend 16 Jahre. Es werden Auszüge aus dem Tagebuch gelesen und einige in den
Aufzeichnungen genannte Kriegs – und andere Lieder eingeblendet. Deutlich wird die Entwicklung von
Kriegspatriotismus zu überzeugter Pazifismushaltung während des 1. Weltkriegs. Anzumerken ist, dass
in der Lesung die damals verwendete Sprache beibehalten wird, die zum Teil heutiger sprachlicher
political correctness widerspricht. Quelle ist das Buch Jo Mihaly: „Da gibt’s ein Wiedersehn!
Kriegstagebuch eines Mädchens 1914-1918“, das in den 1980er Jahren erschienen ist.

http://www.radioflora.de/contao/index.php/Beitrag/items/lesung-von-auszuegen-aus- d e n tagebuchaufzeichnungen-eines-maedchens-zwischen-1914-und-1918.html

PausuMedia
Location: Hendaye, Basque country
Internet page: http://www.pausumedia.com/
Radio frequency: Antxeta Irratia (90,5 or 89,7)

Hiru miliko biztanleko kopuruarekin, bi estatu ezberdinetan kokatzen Euskal Herria gaur egun :
Frantzia (lurraldearen zatirik txikiena dago bertan, populakuntzaren %10rekin) eta Espainia.
2001.urtean Antxeta Irratia sortu zeun PausuMedia elkarteak. Mugaz gaindikoa da honen hedapen
eremua : Bidasoa ibaia, Ozeano Atlantikoam itsasoratzen den eremuan hain zuzen.
Hiru dira sorreraren arrazoiak, eta egungo iparrorratz :

1-Mugaz gaindikoa den eremu batean, informazio orokorra landuko duen irrati lokal eta komunitarioa.
Bidasoa ibaiak, Irun, Hondarribia (Espainiar estatuaren menpeko Euskal Herria), Biriatu, Hendaia eta
Urruña batzen ditu (Frantziar estatuaren menpeko Euskal Herria). Guztira, 120 000 biztale.
2-Irrati komunitarioa da: izate honek biltzen dituen baloreak defendatzen ditu irratiak egunerokoan.
Antxetak hitza ematen diete egunerokoan medio konbentzionaletan mintzatzeko aukerarik ez dutenei
(gazte, etorkin, emakume etorkina, jendarte eragile…). Giza eskubideak defendatzen ditu eta baita
komunikaziorako eskubidea ere. Balore hauek eta gehiago aurrera eramateko, gazteekin lan anitz
egiten du Antxetan. Lankidetza egitasmoak garatzen ditu, hezkuntzarekin loturikoak eta baita memoria
historikoa berreskuratzekoak ere, besteak beste.
3-Euskaraz lan egiten duen irratia: hizkuntzak ez du aitorpen legalik Euskal Herriko lurralde guztietan.
Bere garapen eta iraupenerako, sustengua ezinbestekoa du. Inguratzen duten beste bi hizkuntzekiko
(gaztelera eta frantsesa) babesa behar du, modu berdinean tratatua izan dadin.
Gaur egun, lau pertsonek egiten dute lana Antxeta Irratian, eta 65 laguntzailek osatzen dute
enplegatuekin batera irratiaren programazioa. Irratiaren estudioak Hendaian daude.
Eguneko 24 orduetan, programazio orokorra osatzen du Antxetak. Goizeko 06:30etan hasten da
zuzenkoarekin eta 23:00etan amaitzen.
2001.urtetik, bere sorreratik, memoria historikoa berreskuratzeko hainbat irrati saio ekoiztu ditu
Antxeta Irratiak. Hiru unetan identifikatzen da lan hau :
-Francoren altxamendua : Irunen eman ziren errepublikarren aurkako fusilamenduak aipatuz irrati
saioak eginak izan dira. Baita tropa frankisten aurreratzea zela eta, Irungo herriaren erretzearen
inguruan ere.
-II.Mundu Gerra : Naziosmoarengandik ihesi egin zutenentzako, Bidasoa ibaiak pasatze eremu baten
funtzioa ukan zuen. “Comète sarea” aipatu izan dugu zehatzago. Lur okupatuan erori ziren
hegazkinlariak laguntzen zituen, ihes egiten eta Britainiara itzultzen. Frankista eta Nazien partetik
atxilotuak izan ziren sareko kide anitz, torturatuak eta fusilatuak batzuk.
-Talde parapolizialen erahilketak : Frantziaren menpe dagoen Euskal Herriko lurraldean, Frankislmotik
ihes egin zuten euskal herritarrak hiltzeko sorturiko taldeak dira (GAL eta beste), Espainiako
Gobernuan sortuak. ETA garaitzea zen hauen helburua. Atentatu eta hilketak burutzen zituzten.
Antxeta Irratiaren hedapen eremua (Hendaia, Biriatu, Hondarribia, Urruña eta Irun) gogorki zigortua
eta kaltetua izan zen GALen partetik. 8 pertsona erahil zituzten, bi zauritu eta bi bahitu.

4. Examples of Good Practices
Example of Good Practice 1: Report from Training Meeting in Hannover

In the middle of the training in Hannover

Live broadcast during the training in Athlone

The third training meeting, in which the representatives of all the radio stations included in the
project were involved, took place in Hannover (Germany) between November 5th and 8th,
2014. Our hosts were the co-workers of Radio Flora, who proved to be real professionals: the
program was full of lectures, workshops, and discussions. We also had an excursion around
the city, a trip to the radio, as well as a trip to the place where a Nazi concentration camp once
stood. Many participants also spent evenings together, discussing the daily activities
informally, comparing situations in our local environments, and sharing experiences from our
radios. In this report we will concentrate on the way the historical content was presented, that
is the content that we all shared with our co-workers on our radios, when we returned from the
meeting.

The first lecture by Hans- Jürgen Hermel was focused on oral history as a neglected research
method. Its usage in historical science is relatively new, that is also why many of the method’s
problems (as well as benefits) are not completely clarified yet. If we compare it with recordings
or written documents, it lacks objectivity, but on the other hand, it enables us to include all
social levels into the research, thus also the perspectives of the so-called common man
(bottom-up history). That is of special importance for community radios’ way of dealing with
history. It is also important that it enables us to include testimonials from contemporary
witnesses. These show how a particular event aﬀected public and individual awareness. In this
context, history is seen as something totally diﬀerent: it is not just a bag full of bare facts and
events anymore, but it is told in a form of a re-lived story, which is usually authentic,
fascinating, and often emotional.
After the theoretical introduction, the lecturer focused on the question how to transform this
knowledge into a practice, how to use it in actual interviews on our radios. The first thing is
the preparation: the theme must be clearly defined with a set of expected statements. Then we
have to find potential witnesses among the already known candidates or in archives,
institutions, associations, etc. The planned undertaking should be explained in a detailed
briefing (incl. purpose, meaning, time frame and circumstances). Then the place where to
hold an interview should be chosen: sometimes domestic environment is better, sometimes
more formal environment is better (but in this case there is a danger that the person would
not feel comfortable enough and the conversation would be diﬃcult to carry out). Another
possibility is also environment with historical links to the issue under research.
During the interview itself it is important to remain alert for various things. First of all, we
should combine our interest with our ability to listen and ask the adequate question and not
something prejudiced. Non-verbal communication should also be taken into consideration. It
is important to be confident, but also to show respect to the interviewee, without regard of his
position, reputation, etc. During the conversation a foundation of trust must be established.
This trust lightens many things: it is easier to ask diﬃcult or provocative questions, to create a
relaxed and natural situation. Of course, especially when dealing with traumatic themes, we
should not be too relaxed, and we should control our emotions as well.
The end of the interview does not presuppose the end of journalist’s work. The interview must
be supplemented with notes, maybe also some further contextualization, explanations, so that
the listener can grasp the whole picture. Names and dates mentioned in the interview should
be checked. When the transcription or translation is necessary, we must be careful not to
change the meaning or the sense of what was said.
The second lecturer was Brunhlid Müller-Reiss, who presented the project of “Anti-fascist
women in Hannover” to us. This is a project based on oral history; it is 30 years old and has
now ended with a publication of a book. She noticed the acute problem in the presentation of
the history of anti-fascist struggle, namely the problem of women usually being excluded from

the heroic story that focuses mostly on politics, war, rebellion, etc. In her research, she found
out that women were very important in the anti-fascist movement between the years 1933 and
1945 as well. The problem lies in the fact that women work was often not perceived as a part of
the rebellion, although they were crucial in establishing a base - material circumstances in

which rebellion was possible. Many women were also directly involved in the rebellion, but
their role has been, due to the dominant masculine discourse, neglected. She then also
explained how concretely she performed interviews, how the women began to talk, as well as
how even they themselves diminished their own role in the rebellion. The most important
thing in this project, common to many ideas that other participants have regarding oral
history, was giving voice to a certain perspective on history that was or still is commonly
perceived as unimportant.
The third lecture by Hubert Brieden was aimed more at the problems of professional history.
He presented us with a few completely diﬀerent perspectives on one single event, the
bombing of the Basque town of Guernica. In Germany it was often perceived as if Germany
had nothing to do with it (since they were not formally involved in the Spanish civil war),
although it is obvious that the bombing was carried out by remodelled German civil planes.
Through the exact analysis of diﬀerent historical sources, he presented us the important role
that the Nazi state played in the Spanish civil war.
After the lectures the participants were divided into three smaller groups, based on their
common language (English, French or German). We discussed how the themes presented in
the lectures could be applied to our own historical researches that we do on our radios. Later
on representatives from diﬀerent groups were chosen. They presented the conclusion that a
certain group or participant reached.

Example of Good Practice 2: Interview
Perspective of Project Coordinator on Radio Athlone
Some of the most active co-workers in the Grundtvig project. Irena is in the middle

Question: What is, from your perspective, from the perspective of the coordinator of the project, the
most important role of the project such as Grundtvig? Is this cooperation with other community
radios, to get to know their way of work or what, in your opinion, is the most important?
Answer: Well, this particular project has really defined the outcome of the project - which is the
making of certain radio programmes, and not just that, but also to disperse certain knowledge
of recording of forgotten memories and part of history which would not be mainstream
history. And I think that I like this particular project because of that role that is very specific,
and because of its concrete outcome: radio programme. And because we have 11 diﬀerent
radios from diﬀerent countries, we have 11 diﬀerent approaches towards history. Not just the
history, for example certain war history, what is kind of a major theme for many radios involved
in the project, but we also cover recent history as well. For example, the theme of Radio Corax
from Halle is the fall of the Berlin wall. But no matter how much I really appreciate this final
project, I think one of the biggest benefits of this whole EU project is the engagement of
twelve radio stations from Europe, from eleven diﬀerent countries, and exchanging
experiences between us. Because otherwise, there would be no opportunity for those station
to meet up and exchange experience.
Q: If I continue from what you just said and focus on our theme, on history: what role can
community radios play in the preservation, presentation of history in relation to the professional
history, professional historians and their work, etc.? If you think for example of all the oral history
which is conserved in the programme of community radios and we even do not see it that way.
Because such radios are also places where community, local history is somehow preserved, don't you
think? So, what is the role of our project in this context?
A: You know, those reflexive pieces and documentary pieces, making history, recording
happening - this is the first role of community radios towards how the media actually look at
history… Now media, especially mainstream, they do not have much time for such history,
local or global. So I think that community radios have a big task to do something in this
context what nobody else does. We are recording people’s memories. And especially from a
local point of view, we are recording something that no one else is recording, so we are
archiving those memories. They are preserved in the local archives, so that future generations
would have access to those kinds of memories. I do think that we are like a kind of »ears of
the community« and of the people living in the area. History could be local or global, but our
question is the reflection of history in certain local context. So we have produced a few
programmes that are connected with the First and the Second World War, but from the specific
local point of view. Our question is how those global problems influenced Ireland or how they

echo in Ireland. There are many historical events that we cover like that and there are personal
memories as well, memories of particular times. And, while doing that, we have that human,
warm approach, which I think only community radio can have.
Q: If we go to concrete level – what are you doing in the context of Grundtvig project?
A: For Grundtvig project we are going to look into something that is really specific for Ireland –
and that is First and Second World War, when Ireland was oﬃcially neutral, so our army and
our soldiers were not oﬃcially part of any army. But of course some of them were part of
British army, so they were never recognized as that from our state. For example, there is no
memory day for them, those soldiers were never respected and their families suﬀered a lot.
They were perceived as traitors, not as an equal part of society. We are interviewing families of
those soldiers and we are trying to define the whole set-up, changing attitude towards those
people and those families… And that is something that was not recorded before in this way. So
we think that we are really doing a good thing. Other important part of this project is also to
spread knowledge, to teach more people to record memories, to deal with history, to interview
people. In our station we already organise one workshop, where we approach volunteers and
people who would like to record memories. We gave them a few tips how to do it. We already
did two hours of programme. I know that it is not obligatory to do so much, but the theme is
interesting and we believe that we are doing this for good.
Q: Your station also organized one training meeting for people from all other radio stations. From
your perspective, from perspective of project coordinator on radio Athlone, what is the most diﬃcult
thing when you are organizing something like this? What you have to take in mind if you are doing
such thing?
A: Well, it is very hard to standardize any kind of EU training, I think. And especially something
that is in terms of people who are working in the community radios, because we all know that
people who are working have very diﬀerent backgrounds, diﬀerent experiences. Even the way
how people are involved in those media is very diﬀerent as in mainstream media: some of
them are volunteers; some of them are more involved in the organisation of the whole, etc. So
it’s very hard to standardize. We set up some rules on the meeting before the training what we
want to gather and get from this training and for me it was very hard to find a common ground
for all the participants of the training. For example I tried to involve all the participants in the
way that I send ahead the suggestions from the trainer what to cover those two days. At the
time no one had anything to add, but on the training some people were happy, some were not
– mainly because of the level of their preparation. For example: that training was giving to
people, who should organize future workshops on their stations, and some of them have
those skills, some stations had professional trainers, who could give knowledge, but some of
them did not. It is not easy to please everyone and it is a very big challenge, but at the end of
the day, I think, everyone respects exchange of internal knowledge and practice. At the end of

the day people still learned a lot. From the organisational point of view everything worked fine
or at least I hope so.
Q: You also have some experiences from other projects, which are in a certain way diﬀerent, but in
some other way also similar to Grundtvig project. Could you make a comparison between them?
A: I am also a part of Leonardo project, which is on a diﬀerent level, because it involves
community radios and also TV stations: so there are two diﬀerent media. But it is not just that
diﬀerence. In Leonardo project are not involved just diﬀerent radios, but also organisations on
the level of countries: for example, partner from Norway is community broadcasting
organisation and the partner from Ireland is CREO – which is organisation for all Ireland
community radios. This project is on the diﬀerent level. It is interesting as well and it just
shows me that the most important part is that people are saying what can they get from
everything: not just trainings, but exchanging of experiences, networking, communicating,
making these workshops when we exchange experiences, etc. Everyone says that it is priceless,
but anyway I found Grundtvig project more eﬀective, because of its concrete results.

Example of Good Practice 3: Radio Študent’s Historic Research
(What Happened in the 90’s?)

Radio Študent’s recording studio

Coworkers of Radio Študent on training in Ireland

Radio Študent’s main historical interest (in the frame of the Grundtvig project) is aimed at the »90's«,
to the »long 90’s« (as they called them), at the era from 1987 to 2003. This time is just suﬃciently
distant for us to be able to call it history (and not the present time). This is also the time that some
name as »the end of history«. However, the process of the historisation of the 90's is not yet finished.
At least in the Slovenian local context, the years between 1960 and 1990 are well archived and many
historical books, articles, and documentaries were made dealing with those times. The 60's are
mythologized because of the student rebellion movement, the sexual revolution, as well as many
novelties in the world of theory, literature and art. The 80's are famous because of its very vivid specific
alternative and civil society scene performing radical freedom of speech, which finally (among other
causes) produced the end of the socialistic regime and the transition into the independent state of
Slovenia.

The 90's are often presented as the beginning of the present, as the era of the increase of capitalism,
pop-culture and nationalism. At first glance, it may seem that in that time nothing really interesting
happened. The 90's are therefore a time in the passage; they are a name for an archive which is not yet
closed. These years are somehow in a specific position between the present and the past. The trend of
archiving of the 90's is a new trend in the political as well as in the Slovene art scene. With the series of
broadcasts Radio Študent tries to mould together bits and pieces of »feelings« of the 90's, because it
is impossible to present »the big picture«. The broadcasts are not trying to make the 90's into another
mythological, big (hi)story, but to present some of the numerous small, particular stories, which may,
in a way which is not yet known from the perspective of our present time, join a more general picture in
a certain era in the future.
Since the main theme of the Grundtvig project is oral history, Radio Študent also tries to present
diﬀerent perspectives on diﬀerent themes from the people who were directly involved in the
happening. Because of the relative time-nearness, people still remember things quite well. Choosing
the right theme, finding the right people, and posing the right questions, proved to be the most
problematic. The main problem is not that there would not be enough information, but that there is
too much of it.
In this context six radio broadcasts were produced: one about neo-Nazism where this phenomenon
(which in Slovenia appeared in the 90's) was compared in two diﬀerent contexts, in Austrian and in
Slovenian. This is because the broadcast was partly based on a bilateral visit of Radio Fabrik in
Salzburg. We also produced a broadcast about the occurrence of the »fast-food« in Slovenia in the
90's, about student politics, national politics, as well as the art scene in the 90's.
We decided to include parts of the broadcast that was dedicated to the local »rave-culture« in the 90's
into this booklet. In the context of music and pop-culture, we cannot think of the 90's without thinking
about the rave movement. This is a specific challenge because of many reasons: the main archive was
in the form of audio-cassettes that are mostly totally forgotten today. The rave-culture is mostly nonverbal: there are not many texts, manifests, articles about it. To make things even more complicated,
journalists decided to concentrate only on the beginnings of the rave culture, on the years between
1990 and 1995, before the rave movement became a mass movement. The whole broadcast is archived
and is available here: http://radiostudent.si/kultura/odprti-termin-za-kulturo/tako-so-se-sli
%C5%A1ala-90-pojav-rejva-v-sloveniji
__________________________________________________________________
Pieces of diﬀerent conversations (mostly from DJ's) about the beginning of the rave-culture
E(xample)1: You know, it is really hard to define when everything started. I have, already in the 80's,
included in my sets music from Kraftwerk, Man Machine, Computer world… This was present all the
time. In the 1979, I was in London and I have bought many records of some »proto« electronic music
and even our band Borghesia that started in 1984 mainly played electronic music. Of course we were
not the only ones. So the passage to the 90's was nothing radical in this sense.
E2: We had a radio broadcast called »Cool night« on Radio Študent. We presented what was current in
diﬀerent scenes: in the USA, in Germany, in the UK as well as diﬀerent mixes of diﬀerent sounds and

diﬀerent combinations with other music genres. But this broadcast was also a meeting point for many
local DJ's. They came to us, brought us their recordings and presented them at the radio, we talked
with them after the broadcast etc. Once we brought a lot of techno and rave records from London. And
then we included them into the Radio Študent library of recorded sound, but many other radio coworkers were not satisfied with it. They thought of music made in recording studios, with machines,
without the guitar, as of music »without a soul«. Well, it was quite funny to listen to those complaints
for a time, but at the end it was also quite tiresome.
E3: To find a rave-event, you had to travel around Slovenia, because there were no places with this
continuity. At first things happened at Titanic in Sežana, then at Bled by the lake, also in Kranj.
Sometimes you'll have to go as far away as to Maribor, Nova Gorica. Therefore: every party, diﬀerent
location. It was also possible to go abroad. Croatia was really great at that time: great places, they were
quite open for new influences, etc. They also have festivals by the see, in Rab for example. Until the
year 1995, the scene in Croatia was more progressive, but later on, they lost track.
E4: Of course, we went to »parties« abroad: to Love Parade, sometimes in Frankfurt, in Lienz. We were
a kind of a group, we had a van, and we all knew each other. Those were the beginnings of the rave
culture.
E5: At Bled, by the lake, there were six events, but then the local people started to cause problems and
the organiser said: »it is better that we remember those six parties as legendary ones and stop doing
it«. This was really a great place, in the morning we went down to the lake and had an after-party there.
E6: It was interesting to observe the changes in the opening time of the clubs. At the beginning we
were very happy if a club was open till midnight, but then, during the 90's, the party-night gradually
prolonged, for one hour, two, three, till the morning. When we went to Hamburg at the end of the 80's,
they told us that the after-party starts at six in the morning. We thought that this is science-fiction. Well
during the 90's we also started to do things like that, once we even organised a 24-hour-party.
E7: We were enthusiasts, DJ-s living in diﬀerent places in Slovenia, Umek was in Ljubljana, I worked
mainly on the coast, etc. Then we connected with each other, we started to talk, to educate one another
how to organise events, etc. But the place at the coast called Ambasada Gavioli connected us the most,
because people from all over Slovenia went there. At the beginning the whole community comprised of
about 200 people and then in two years this number grew up to 6000 people. Those 200 people at the
beginning, they were »bohemians«, but they were also very progressive, very educated, they knew what
is happening in the world. They were not »junkies«, like many people like to think, because even the
culture of consuming drugs was very diﬀerent at the time. It was very diﬃcult to find drugs, but more
important, for them music was in the first place.
E8: It was very interesting to observe the changes in subcultures. Many people who were at first in the
»grunge« subculture became »ravers«. They suddenly changed their clothes. We were joking that they
»became coloured«.
E9: People in the scene were of very diﬀerent age. My group, we were around 17, 18, but there were also
a lot of people who were 10 or 20 years older. People were from diﬀerent social strata, of diﬀerent age.
At the beginning there were a lot of people from the »elite« in Ambasada Gavioli: lawyers, doctors …

This scene was something exotic, something that was not for everyone. When this culture became a
mass one, those people went away.
E10: In Ljubljana there were diﬀerent »squatted buildings« where ravers meet. The girl who was kind of
a chief was called »the dwarf«. People met there, it was possible to get flyers there. The whole
advertising happened through flyers. There was no internet at the time; you could get to know about
diﬀerent events only from other people. The atmosphere was totally diﬀerent; you had a feeling that
you are a part of something special.
E11: The fashion was also very interesting. People started to wear colours, plastic clothes, tight clothes,
leggings… At the beginning, the image was very important. Everyone wanted to look diﬀerent, to be
»crazy« in his or her own way. You could see people with big glasses, with »Prodigy-hairstyle«, etc.
Only later on everything became uniformed.
E12: I would say that when Ambasada Gavioli became famous, the whole thing became serious
business. Managers started to understand that they could become rich. It was the same as abroad. At
the beginning the whole thing was spontaneous, it came from the below. But then those managers
started to do things in their own way and this is not only bad. The thing reached a higher level, what
means more money that went into the pockets of certain people.

Example of Good Practice 4: Radio Fabrik’s Historic Theme
(Migrations and Minorities)

One of the most active co-workers of Radio Fabrik. Co-author of first two shows about historic memory

The main historical theme which presents the main occupation of Radifabrik's co-workers in the
context of the Grundtvig project is migrations, but they are mainly concentrated on their local
manifestation of this phenomenon. In Salzburg there are many beggars, newspaper sellers, asylum
seekers/refugees and migrant workers, who come from abroad. In general we could say that they are
half-invisible from the perspective of many locals: they are perceived only for a moment and almost
nobody thinks of them as of individuals with their own life stories. The co-workers of Radiofabrik
recognized that their stories must also be included in the social memory, because history is not only
history of politics and of global changes, but is composed of an infinite number of diﬀerent
perspectives, with their own seeing of the events.
At Radiofabrik six diﬀerent radio broadcasts, which are very diverse, although all still directly connected
with the basic theme of migrations, were presented. The first two emissions were dedicated to the
people who are searching for asylum and are often trapped in the bureaucratic complications and in
the lack of understanding for their situation. They are in a kind of a middle state: they cannot find their
home there, but they also have nowhere else to go. One of the two dealt with refugees in the original
sense of the word, the second broadcast was dedicated to »nomads« of a diﬀerent sort who are in a
certain sense in a very similar intermediary state. We are talking about the people who try to escape
from their own captures in their own lives, full of hierarchies, systematic oppressions and bad
relationships. They try to reach some more utopian »personal worlds«, places, moments in time or
states of mind.
The second two broadcasts were dedicated to »poverty migration«, dealing with the people mainly
from Romania coming to Salzburg as beggars or sellers of street newspapers. They come because they
cannot find work in their own country. In this context one co-worker recorded an interview with two
Romanian women, who talked mainly about their day to day struggle for survival. In the second
broadcast, the life of street paper sellers in Salzburg was presented.
The last pair of broadcasts was produced by a female migrant from the Philippines, speaking about
"Reflections of an Economic Migrant". She tells the story of how she came to Salzburg and became an

economic migrant and how she perceives this topic in the actual Austrian context. In her first show
also the singer Udo Jürgens (who died in 2014) is mentioned, because he dedicated a very famous
song to the Greek migrant workers who came to Germany and Austria in the 1970s: "Griechischer
Wein". She also talks about the Austrian Song Contest winner Conchita Wurst and her message of
tolerance and respect, and how this contrasted with the news headlines of May 2014 in Salzburg. The
last broadcast speaks, among other examples, about the Austrian football player David Alaba, who is
not only a model of successful integration, but also a target of everyday racism. All six shows produced
can be listened to online at: http://cba.fro.at/series/memory-under-construction-3
It is also important to mention that Radiofabrik produced a series of broadcasts which was a result of
the lessons learned from the Grundtvig project: The series »Stimmen aus den
Schützengräben“ (»Voices from the trench«). Those shows were dedicated to ordinary soldiers and
their lives, what is often neglected in the mainstream war history, which is concentrated on »numbers,
generals, victories and defeats.« So we can observe that also in this context Radio Fabrik remained
faithful to their principle of dealing with history as it can be understood from the way they planed
emissions in the frame of the Grundtvig project: not only history as big events, but history of diﬀerent
perspectives, neglected, micro, and personal histories. In this context they tried, on the basis of a
precise and careful selection of documents, to »look under the uniform and show soldiers for what
they really were, without any ideological framing«. Radiofabrik received the Austrian "Radiopreis der
Erwachsenenbildung" , an important award for radio programmes dedicated to adult education in the
category »short programmes«, for this series of broadcasts. This radio series can be listened to online
at: http://cba.fro.at/series/stimmen-aus-den-schuetzengraeben

Example of Good Practices 5: Bilateral Visits

Photo taken at bilateral visit of Radio Fabrik at Radio Athlone

Photo taken at bilateral visit of Radio Oloron at Radio Flora

In the context of Grundtvig project every radio station has to go on at least two bilateral visits to two
diﬀerent radio stations which are also included in the project. Every radio station also has to receive at
least one visit. We would try to present the good practices (exchange of experiences, exchange of
knowledge about diﬀerent local histories, about diﬀerent local social situations and diﬀerent
experiences with interviewing local people etc.) on an example of visit of Radio Athlone's team from
Ireland to German Radio Corax from Halle. The main historical theme of the visit was today's
perception of the East German history, memory of the socialistic regime of DDR which collapsed in the
beginning of the 90’s. This text is based on the radio show which was broadcast on Radio Athlone and
is also available on the internet: https://www.mixcloud.com/AthloneCommunityRadio/story-abouthalle-neustadt-and-radio-corax/. Some information was also taken from the interview which was done
with the team of Radio Corax during their bilateral visit in Slovenia at Radio Študent. This interview is
available here: http://radiostudent.si/kultura/rkhv-intervju/pogovor-z-radio-corax.
The visit of Radio Athlone's team happened exactly at the time of the 25's anniversary of the decline of
the socialistic regime. That decline began with the demonstrations in Leipzig in 1989. The oﬃcial

mood in this time was very optimistic: joy, path from tyranny. But, as the team from Radio Athlone
found out, it is fair to say that the view of the past today is way more complex and ambivalent. The
main historical theme of Radio Corax in the context of the Grundtvig project is precisely the collective
perception of the socialistic regime, the memories of that regime from people living today. Those
people possess a lot of information and are the right address for help in such an investigation. We
would try to present a part of this investigation, concentrated on oral history: we would present parts of
the interviews which were taken by the team of Radio Athlone during the bilateral visit.
HISTORICAL CONTEXT: Halle is a very old town, which was, as many other German cities, bombarded
and partly destroyed during the Second World War. Many of those historical buildings were neglected
during the socialistic regime and a large renovation happened only after the year 1990. In the time of
the socialistic regime, Halle's chemical industry, now mainly shut down, was of great importance.
Because of it, a whole new city was established from above (what is hardly imaginable from the
Western perspective). This Halle-Neustadt city is now united with the (old) Halle and is a great
example of the socialist way of urban planning and itself a specific historical monument as well. The
city was planned to be self-sustained, to include not only facilities for living but also for everything else
(kindergartens, social places, etc.).
_____________________________________________________________________________
1. PART OF THE INTERVIEW WITH AN EMPLOYEE FROM THE HALLE-NEUSTADT MUSEUM
Q: Frank, did you live here?
A: Yes, for 42 years.
Q: What was it like to live here in the DDR? Do you have positive memories?
A: Yes, you had everything what you needed here in one place.
______________________________________________________________________________
2. PART OF THE INTERVIEW WITH AN EMPLOYEE FROM THE HISTORICAL MUSEUM AND WITH
THE HOSTS FROM RADIO CORAX.
Q: Can you tell us something about the ideology of the life of the workers in the chemical industry?
A: Chemical industry was located near Halle. People from the region came to work here. The state had
a plan to make a city for those people, like a settlement for workers and their families, but they did not
build only living blocks, but also facilities, markets, kindergartens. It is interesting also that Neustadt
was planned on the principle of »short ways«. Everything is close; things that are needed are available
for everyone. Everything can be reached by foot; there is no need for buses.
Q: You could go through all your life being in the same complex, spending all your time there. Was this
the plan, to stop people from moving?
A: Hmm… This interpretation is maybe too radical; I do not believe this was the plan. The plan was
simply to build facilities for workers. The idea was to get a population with a good social mixture,

people of all ages, like an image of a »natural social composition«. Many of those who were here from
before the Halle-Newstadt, they moved away. This social mixture was not completely successful: there
were problems with poverty, in the 90's there was also a problem with the right wing fascists, the neoNazis who squatted one building and had a club here. But now we have a better reputation.
Q: Would you, your friends, your families say that it was good idea to come here?
A: I grew up as a child here; I have everything I wish to have here: places to play, places to go, sport
grounds, clubs, skating facilities… Yes, it was good here. Maybe sometimes memory is made in a way
of only remembering the good things…
______________________________________________________________________________
3. PART OF THE INTERVIEW WITH HOST NICO FROM RADIO CORAX
Q: Tonight is a big commemoration: 25 years anniversary of the end of DDR. Twenty-five years later,
what do you think about this change?
A: I am still not very happy with the idea that capitalism is the last solution, last system in history, the
best possible system of all. I, for example, have good experience with DDR, mainly good memories. I
was 15 years old when the state went down. I was happy; I was on the sunny side of the system, which,
of course, also had its dark side. I was good in school, good in sports, I was supported by the state,
and I was transported through the state to diﬀerent competitions without paying anything…
Q: What sport are you talking about?
A: I was a middle distance runner, but let’s return to the broader context. The idea was at the end the
idea of equal society in which people are not primarily thinking about personal richness but about how
to do something good together, to create a nice world together. This is a nice idea. Well, maybe we
would get there sometime. Of course, if you are healthy, if you have enough money, capitalism is also a
nice system, but it is nice only from a certain individual's perspective. I do not know where we can get,
if we would all only try to fulfil our own dream, without taking in consideration the whole picture. I
would like to think something diﬀerent than that.
4. PART OF THE INTERVIEW WITH COWORKER OF RADIO CORAX
A: My Name is Guerzt, I am 75 years old, and I lived in this city from my birth.
Q: So you remember DDR very well?
A: Of course, I grew up in this world.
Q: And what do you do at Radio Corax?
A: For the time I was the only one with the car, so I did a lot of driving. I also had a show about books
and a show called »News from the damaged world«.
Q: You remember DDR… Did things change for the better? Big question, I know…

A: At first it seems that it would be for the better… But now, for myself I must say, I have a feeling that
we are turning towards the circumstances that I have seen before…
Q: Really?
A: Yeah, I see that things are turning bad…. I have a feeling that life is not going to be fun anymore.

Example of Good Practices 6: Historical Theme – Youth Culture
(Radio Ara, Radio Graﬃti)

photo taken on bilateral visit of radio Phonix FM at Radio Graﬃti

Presentation of the Radio Graﬃti way of dealing with their historical theme (youth culture in diﬀerent
periods of time) is made on the basis of two interviews. The first is the one that happened when Ane
from Radio Graﬃti visited Ljubljana and Radio Študent in the context of Grundtvig project's bilateral
visit. This interview is available at: http://radiostudent.si/kultura/rkhv-intervju/radio-graﬃti. The other
is the interview that was produced as a part of their research on their historical theme.
INTERVIEW 1 – GROWING UP IN HISTORY (INTERVIEW WITH ANE FROM RADIO GRAFFITI)
Q: Could you tell me something about your radio, its history, what it is today and how did you get involved in
it?
A: At the beginning, Radio Ara was a pirate radio. We can say that it was a radio for »crazy« people and
people who wanted to listen to alternative music and alternative opinions. Because we have mainly
mainstream and even conservative media, Radio Ara was a place for diﬀerent music, diﬀerent subjects
and diﬀerent perspectives about what is going on in the political scene. Well, that was more than 20
years ago. Then Graﬃti came up: that was a section that was specialized for the young, so that children
or young people could be accompanied if they wanted to make some radio programmes. So they get a
lot of information, about technical staﬀ, how to interview people, how to make up a playlist. That is
also how I got involved. When I was 14 years old, I was at a political camp and there was a workshop
about radio, so I fell in love with radio and now I am here for more than ten years doing things for
Graﬃti. And that is also how I got involved in the Grundtvig project.
Q: So what are you doing in the context of the Grundtvig project, in the context of oral history? As I
understand, you are dealing with youth culture in diﬀerent periods of time?
A: Yes. What was interesting is that when we had the first meeting with all other stations of the
Grundtvig project, we observed that a lot of people are dealing with the themes that makes them sad with traumatic themes and places in history. So, when we thought of what we want to talk about, we
decided that we want to talk about something diﬀerent, about the young people. Our main question

was how the youth culture developed during the last 50 years. That is why we decided to interview 12
people from diﬀerent eras. We always chose one male and one female to interview from the same
period of time. We also tried to find out if there are diﬀerences between the urban and the rural part of
Luxembourg. You have diﬀerences, for example, people from the rural area, who were young in the
50's, they did not go to clubs or something like that, but they were playing music in the music
organisation in the little village where they came from. That was a place where young people met, so
they learned to play instruments, there was perhaps also a possibility to drink a first beer, etc.
Q: You already made all the interviews or are you in the process of making it?
A: We are in the process. We did a half and we are further looking for people to interview. What is funny
is that I will have the possibility to interview my own parents who were young in the 70's. Perhaps I will
hear things that I didn't know before…
Q: And what are the partial results, conclusions that you can make out of the work you do? What are the
main diﬀerences between diﬀerent generations, between growing up in diﬀerent periods of time?
A: What I saw until now is that people from the 50's or 60's had to be much more creative to find their
own ways of doing something. Because people that we interview who were young in 2001 or 2002, they
had a lot of »ready-made« products that had to do with youth, they had a lot of places, a lot of diﬀerent
groups (sport groups, music groups), a lot of organisations that were meant for youngsters… The guy
who was young in the 50's, he told me that they went to some factories at the south in Luxembourg,
just to sit down there and look at the machines, because they were really impressed with what is going
on with them. What is also funny is how the way of »getting together« functioned. I asked him how he
got together with friends; he said that they had their first telephone (in house) only in the 60's. So
before that, they had to go to friends’ houses and ask their friends’ parents: is my friend there, could I
go out with him or her? There was no SMS-s or emails. And he liked that. I asked him, would you prefer
to grow up today and he said no, for me it was perfect in the 50's. So, one of the main questions for me
is: are you young in your head or are you young as a product of capitalism, product in capitalism? That
is really interesting…
Q: What do you mean with that: »young as a product in capitalism«?
A: It is really interesting for me, from a historical point of view, how youngsters after the war became
interested in a lot of companies that at the beginning did not think about producing something specific
for them. All the toys that we have today, they were not available in the 50's or 60's… Also I think that
nobody thought about producing music especially for young folks. You had the music business, you
had rock and roll, of course it was interesting for youngsters, but it was not produced especially for
them. Of course, you also had a few songs for children that you know from the first years of school. It
is similar with clothes: nobody thought about making clothes that were »in«, to introduce some new
trends, etc. But then things came up and these same things are happening really quickly today. Also
when we talked with a guy about »fashion pressure« in his youth in the 50's, he said that it was only
really special to have jeans. Today this is not so special. When I was 15 there were also clothes that you
had to have, because otherwise you are not in »the group«, but things were totally diﬀerent in that
time.

Q: You also mentioned that for your era of growing up, radio Ara was quite important because you were able
to do interesting things there that you could not do elsewhere. What is the role of Radio Ara for young
culture, for young people in Luxembourg?
A: I think that especially in Luxembourg, where you do not have a lot of poor people and we could say
that most of the people (also the youngsters) have a good economic situation, you can become lazy in
a way that you do not criticise too much. And if you have radios that all sound the same, it does not
come to your mind that you can criticise something that is happening in the political scene. What radio
gave to me and to a lot of other people was that I learned how I can criticise and how to present that.
Because you cannot stand in front of the microphone and say: »the state is bullshit«. That is not so
intelligent. But when you learn to interview people from one side and another, you get experiences… A
few years ago I also did show about sexuality, it was called »Let's talk about sexuality«, and I did
interviews with homosexual people, with sexologists, etc. And it was really interesting to have a
possibility to talk to people, about homophobia - some young girl said, for example: »I only love my
girlfriend; I do not want to be hated by everybody because of that«. That was a possibility to show this
to the people, because that was not a radio subject that would be shown on other radio stations. Our
role is also to show that there is other music stuﬀ, stuﬀ that mainstream stations do not play. This is of
course also good for young bands because they have the opportunity to be heard.

INTERVIEW 2: GROWING UP IN LUXEMBOURG AT THE BEGINING OF THE NEW MILENIUM
INTRODUCTION:
My name is Barbara, I am 27 years old. I am currently living in Brussels in Belgium and I work as a
sustainability communication consultant. I am an only child, which I think this is a pretty unique thing.
I think that I missed something because of that and I was also a very spoiled child. I lived in the UK
from 6 to 13. We had a house with a garden and at the back of the garden there was an area for
occasional horse races. So that was my first memory, this sound of horses in the morning. In this era I
was very happy. The biggest milestone was going from primary to secondary school. I went to a mixed
primary school, for the secondary school I chose to go to a girls-only school. That was very tough,
because I grew up in a very closed family. My parents were very strict about security. I was only able to
meet boys when I went to the orchestra. This was the only activity which was not at school. So I felt a
little bit frustrated about that. So when I was 13 we moved to Luxembourg, I went to European school
there. There were also boys there and we did not have to wear uniforms so I was absolutely delighted
about that.
FREEDOM:
The great thing about Luxembourg is the freedom that I gained. My parents were not so strict in
Luxembourg anymore. At the age of 14 I could go out every Friday, I was drinking and they knew that
(maybe not how much I was drinking). On Friday nights, it was a cultural thing that brought people
together, I had a good time and I think that was my first taste of independence. I am very grateful for
that independence and also independence regarding boys: when I was 16 I met my first boyfriend Felix
who I am still together with 11 years on. We were very much in love, it was very intense. I was very

grateful for how my parents treated me in regards to him and his parents in regards to me. They
treated us as adults. We got to know our families well and it was very harmonious, and not all of my
friends had that luxury. I have friends that lost their virginity outside, because their parents didn't let
them stay in their houses. I actually think that if I would grow up in a diﬀerent society, I would be a lot
more rebellious.
DRUGS:
Weed was a very common drug. I feel that the Luxembourgish way of treating weed is very tolerant.
When I talked to people who are British and grew up there – even people who smoked weed, they
started later, at the age 17, at the university. In Luxembourg it was very easy to obtain; I started smoking
when I was 15 or 16. This was something that everyone tried at least once. Most of my friends tried it,
but I did not have any negative experiences. There were people who did the harder stuﬀ, people who
did »speed«, but actually that's it. From 13 to 18 I only knew people who smoked weed.
PLACES FOR HANGING OUT:
Looking back to when I met my friends when I was growing up as a teenager, I realize now, that
everything happened in just one Luxembourg town. And I feel now that I missed seeing a lot more of
Luxembourg, hanging out in more places in Luxembourg. We were not mobile: we took a bus, the bus
went to the town, and it was the easiest way. We would always meet at the post, even when I meet my
friends now; we always meet in front of the post. We had our own drinking spot, when I was a teenager.
We also went to »art places« and the art scene a lot. This was more in the night. In the day we often
went to the park, especially in the summer time, when the weather was nice, we played games there or
just hung out. The lake in front of the European school was also a kind of a prime hanging out area,
where the youth kind of escaped from being at school. The shopping centre is also crucial for European
school teenagers. Technically you cannot leave school during the day when you are under 16, but this
was not so strictly implemented. When we had free periods we went out, also because the food was not
good at school – we went to cantinas, we would have a panini, that was great in my teenage years.
FREETIME:
When I was in Luxembourg during the long summer breaks that we have, I went to the cinema a lot. I
remember that when I was 13 or 14, I went to see the same scary movie three times in one week.
Because in that time, you know, I did not go out very much, I did not drink yet. So, it would often be
going to the cinema, going to the park, to my friends’ houses and listen to music. When I was 13 my
music taste changed completely: before I listen mostly to pop, but at this age I turned to rock, indie
rock. That became a part of my identity. I spent a lot of time listening to music. I would have liked to go
to many gigs, but at that time there were not many such places. My first »gig« was in 2002 and that
was game changing – it was a proper rock band, we met them afterwards, they were really cool. I really
started to get into rock, I bought a guitar, a bass guitar, and I attempted to play, so that took a lot of my
spare time. My mum’s as well, she was really into rock. She was the person with whom I share the
most similar music taste. So very often the two of us were discovering music, sometimes she brought
CD’s from the library for herself – I discovered bands such as Radiohead or Muse through her, she
introduced them to me. We played together, she played the guitar, I played the bass, and this was very
nice.

SUBCULTURES:
First, I felt as a part of the group of the European school kids in Luxembourg. This definitely was its
own group. Especially when I was 13, I did not have many friends from my neighbourhood. I was in this
group, we were richer than the average kids and we had more freedom than the average kids. Those
were mostly the people who I hung out with around till I was 18. I also definitely felt as a part of the
»indie-rock« subculture. When I was a teenager I wore band-shirts, jeans and hoodies and I did this all
the time. However I was never a part of a bigger group. I felt I was the only one into this subculture.
That sometimes leaves you feeling a little bit left out, because I was very narrow-minded in that time.
That was everything I was listening to, but when I was 18 or 19 I realized how close-minded I've been.
Interestingly, my boyfriend that I met when I was 16 was a »punk«. We very often argued about music. I
remember an argument with him on whether the lyrics need to be good or is it the music that matters.
He was in this anarchist-punk stage, he said: »no, how can you like lyrics that are violent, that do not
have the right message?«. We both changed opinions on that matter. He was also very closed in his
subculture. We both had »our things going on« and this was ok, that’s one of the reasons why we
stayed together.
POLITICS:
I have to say I think I was pretty apolitical as a youth. Looking back I think I was always an atheist, a
feminist, but it was something that was not really discussed, it wasn't something I thought about
actively too much. I remember when I was 12, we had a black history month in the UK, we got to know
all about the segregation in the USA, and that shocked me, I became aware of institutional racism and
why we should still be concerned about that today. When I started to walk outside with my boyfriend,
who was an anarchist, an anti-fascist (he wore those shirts with swastika crossed out, for example)
things changed a little. With him, we discussed this a bit more, but even he was fairly apolitical. Politics
was a thing that I did not discuss until I was an adult. I think being apolitical is in a way a sign of my
generation. Because when I was growing up, we were not in recession. Living in Luxembourg was
good, people were comfortable, and there were no stories like today, when people do not have jobs. I
think because things felt so comfortable and I was growing up in a cosmopolitan, multicultural
environment, people were fairly tolerant towards cultural diﬀerences. I did not think that there is
anything that we should be angry about, until I got to the university. That, I think, as I said, is quite a
common story for people of my generation.
PASSAGE INTO ADULTHOOD:
When my mum got ill, when I was 17, I already felt like I was fading. Because my mum was very
involved, an over-protective person, for her to become so vulnerable, this was hard. But my parents
were amazing; my dad had to work only half-time to take care of her. So I never felt that I have to be »a
carer«, but when power dynamic changes, you become aware, you have to become an adult. When I
was 18, my youth was over in a sense, because I lost my parent. My mother worked, but never when I
was at home, she was always there for me and very involved, and I was very close to her. When I went
to the university it was a bit of a transitional period. At the beginning I was a little bit rubbish with
taking care of myself: I didn't know how to cook, how to wash clothes. I felt quite unprepared for adult
life, because I was not so involved in the house care. I am 27 now, but I do not feel like a proper adult. I
still feel youthful. I see a division with my friends, between those who still want to travel and have

precarious jobs and who are happy about that. But there are friends which want to settle down. I am
kind of in-between those two options. I do not want to settle down completely, but I also need stability,
which I did not need when I was younger.

